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Kennedy
resigns as
Republican
Party head

Monday, January 5, 2009

Merrsy, KY 42071

754

ROOS * *

* *

- Back to the Books -

general Assembly

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Republican
Party Chairman David Kennedy
has resigned his post spearheading efforts for the local GOP.
Kennedy.
who took over
the post following the resignation
of
past-Chairman
Vernon
Anderson in
April
2008.
says he will
3Cennedy
begin working
at a new post with the Kentucky
Department of Corrections
today. State law prevents a
merit DOC employee from
serving as an officer in a political party's executive committee.
according to Kennedy.
"I would like to thank each of
you for the support that you
showed during the last election
cycle." he said in a message to
party members and supporters.
"We could not have been successful as a party both locally or
statewide without each and
every one of you."
Kennedy declined any further
comment about his decision
when contacted later by the
Murray Ledger & Times. As of
this morning there was no word
from party officials concerning

Richards

Stunsbo

Political allies eying top
House leadership post

Leadership
race tops
legislative
agenda
KYSER LOUGH and HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Students, above, at Calloway County High School head into the school for their first day back
to classes after the annual Christmas vacation. Pictured below, students exit a city bus at Murray High School this morning
as they also prepare
for the return to school.

•See Page 2A
\AEATHER

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
RANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky lawmakers
adjourned the 2008 legislative session amid a chaotic
scene, with wall clocks mysteriously stopping and frantic lawmakers working past the
General Assembly's legal deadline.
The 2009 General Assembly
may likewise start with dramatics when two longtime political
allies find themselves as rivals
eyeing the House's top leadership post. House Speaker Jody
Richards is facing a challenge
from Rep. Greg Stumbo,alongtime House majority floor
leader and former one-term

F

▪ See Page 2A
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Safety team plans
to distribute its
materials Tuesday
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Ilan Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Northeast winds 10 to 15
mph.
Monday night...Rain likely. Lows in the mid 30s. East
winds 5 to 10 mph. Chance
of precipitation 60 percent.
Tuesday...Rain
likely.
Highs in the lower 40s. East
winds 5 to 10 mph. Chance
of precipitation 70 percent.
Tuesday night...Cloudy.
Rain
likely
in
INCINNAT1(AP)— The historic riverthe
evening...Then a chance of
boat Delta Queen has been nominated to
rain and snow after midnight.
become one of America's II Most
Lows in the mid 30s. Chance Endangered Historic Places.
of precipitation 60 percent.
Landing on the exclusive annual list could save
Wednesday—.Mostly the steamboat from likely decay.
cloudy with a 20 percent
The 82-year-old sternwheeler is scheduled to
chance of rain showers. shut down because Congress has refused to grant
Highs in the lower 40s.
another exemption from a federal law that bans
more than 50 overnight passengers on boats that
INDEX
are largely made of wood. The exemption
expired on Oct. 31.
Two Sections - 10 Pages
Owners say the boat, which can carry 176
Classifieds
3B,4B
Comics
6A
Community
5A
Forum
4A
Obituaries
3A
Sports
1B. 2B

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Purchase
Regional
Highway Safety Team will be
handing out safety materials at
both East and North Calloway
elementary schools Tuesday.
A press release said that the
Calloway County division of

•See Page 2A

Riverboat Delta Queen nominated
as endangered American historic site

C

overnight passengers, can't survive financially if
it can only carry 50 passengers.
So Boone County Historic Preservation
Review Board member Don Clare nominated the
Delta Queen for inclusion on the list compiled
by the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
The list raises awareness of preservation efforts.
"The list is very important," said Peter Brink, a
senior vice-president of the federally founded
and privately funded trust. "In the 21 years
we've been assembling the list, we have only

•See Page 2A
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10 WEEK COURSE!
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Be the next
BIGGEST LOSER"
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The historic riverboat Delta Queen has been nominated to
become one of America's 11 Most Endangered Historic
Places.
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The budget hole is something
Beshear wants solved swiftly.
private caucus meeting behind
From Front
"We need to move rapidly,"
closed doors Tuesday. where
Beshear said. "We need to move
attorney general.
representatives will cast secret
deliberately and cautiously in
Richards, Kentucky's longest ballots
for
speaker.
serving House speaker, is look- Traditionally, whoever comes terms of what we do, but we
ing to fend off Stumbo's chal- out of the caucus meeting with need to move with some speed."
Richards and Stumbo are
lenge when lawmakers return the most votes has gotten the
opposite
this week.
full support of Democrats when Democrats from
'I feel very good about it," the matter comes before the full regions of the state. Richards is
from Bowling Green, about 150
Richards said in a telephone House.
interview last week. "I have well
Among other things, the miles southwest of Frankfort,
Stumbo
is
from
more than enough commitments House speaker leads the cham- while
— solid commitments. We're ber during its daily sessions, and Prestonsburg, which is about the
going to win going in."
doles out committee assign- same distance east of the capital
Stumbo also thinks he's going ments for rank-and-file lawmak- city.
Richards, 70, has been a repreers.
to win.
Whoever wins will also have a sentative in the House since
"I feel good about it," Stuffily
Said. "I don't feel any different number of other issues to deal 1976 and speaker since 1995.
about it then when 1 made the with during the legislature's 30- Richards, who owns a wholesale
day session — chiefly, how best book company, was chairman of
decision to get in the race."
Other legislative leadership to handle a projected $456.1 a cornmittee that helped craft
posts will be at stake, but atten- million budget shortfall in the Kentucky's Education Reform
lion is focused squarely on the current fiscal year ending June Act in 1990, among other
klouse speaker race. Whether 30. Gov. Steve Beshear has said things.
He had no opposition when he
:the contest plays out as Richards he's presenting his budget proposal to lawmakers for their last ran for speaker two years
*edicts remains to be seen.
ago.
When the legislature returns consideration.
Beshear has proposed hiking
Stumbo, 57, is perhaps best
c
- m Tuesday, representatives in
the 100-member state House — Kentucky's cigarette tax, cur- known for his role as attorney
lead rently 30-cents per pack, by 70 general in the criminal investi.'here
Democrats
SI. He's also proposed gation of former Gov. Ernie
Ikepublicans 65-35 — will cents to
shifting money from the state's Fletcher's hiring practices.
clecide who will be speaker for
"rainy day" fund, giving state Fletcher was indicted on misdethe next two years. The full
employees three unpaid furmeanor charges stemming from
House is expected to make the
lough days and cutting most
an investigation into his admindecision final on Wednesday.
government agencies by 4 peristration's hiring practices.
House Democrats will have a

II Leadership ...

II Riverboat ...
From Front
lost six places."
Sites must meet three criteria
— historical significance,
urgently threatened and possible solutions — in order to
qualify for the list.
Clare noted the boat's place
in history and its current
predicament in his nomination.
"This is a great opportunity to
call nationwide attention to saving the Delta Queen," said
Vicki Webster, the Cincinnatibased leader of the Save the
Delta Queen Campaign.
But one nomination doesn't
ensure that the boat will land in
the top 11. Supporters of Delta
Queen must second that nomination.

"I've been on 20 trips on the
Delta Queen." said Clare, an
emergency room nurse and historian from Rabbit Hash, Ky.
"It's an American icon like the
Statue of Liberty and Mount
Rushmore. It is one-of-a-kind.
When it's gone, it's gone."
Built in 1926, the boat is the
last operational overnight
steam-powered sternwheeler in
the United States. It has four
teak decks and accommodates
174 passengers, all in outside
staterooms.
Delta Queen was locally
owned from 1946 to 1985, and
Cincinnati — once America's
busiest inland port — was its
home. The boat was designated
a National Historic Landmark
in 1989.
It will spend the winter in
New Orleans, as usual, while

its owner, Majestic America
Line. looks for a buyer. The
steamer is tied up next to her
younger sister, the Mississippi
Queen, which is being dismantled. Clare said.
"For the Delta Queen, this
amounts to demolition by neglect," Clare said. "Mold and
mildew are going to set in. This
boat needs to be running. carrying overnight passengers to stay
alive."
Previous endangered lists
have included the cottage in
Washington, D.C., where
Abraham Lincoln drafted the
Emancipation Proclamation,
Manhattan's Lower East Side
and the wall of architectural
masterpieces lining the west
side of Chicago's Michigan
Avenue.

TAKE A DEEP BREATH
If you have daily breathing problems or
trouble getting a good night's sleep, call us.
Whether your breathing problems are
related to sleep apnea,asthma or
emphysema. your doctor can prescribe
treatments that may use C-Pap. Bi-Pap,
nebulizer or oxygen equipment
Our trained respiratory therapists and
experienced technicians bring the promise
of skilled help when and where you need it.

There's no'Do it Yourself" instructions, no
recorded customer service. Legacy means a
real human being, right at your front door
Legacy means service.
From fitting a mask to helping your family
understand how they can help you breathe
and feel better. Legacy is only a phone call
away. Call us toll free at I -866-378-0202.
Then take a deep breath, and relax,

%LEGACY
OXYGEN
& HOME CARE EQUIPMENT

Bel-Air Shopping Center
924 South I 2th Street
Toll Free 866-378-0202 www legacyo2andsleep corn
In Murray 270-753-200 1

II Kennedy ...
From Front
who will replace Kennedy.
Joyce Fox now serves as vicechair of the local party and
Susan Hussmann is serving as
secretary. However, with no
elections scheduled in 2009, the
party has plenty of time to find
a replacement and reorganize
before May 2010 primary
While taking the party reins in
April, Kennedy said he was
encouraged to do so by many
local Republicans. He accepted
the position as a satisfying way
to serve party objectives and
ideals without seeking office
himself.
He began an effort at reorganizing the local party with assistance from other executive
board officers as a way to
emphasize traditional moral
values and other important
ideals that need to be heard and
considered when choosing
local, state and national leaders.
An effort was also made to
make sure voters know where
GOP candidates stand on issues
so voters can make informed
decisions at the ballot box concerning who they want representing them in Murray,
Frankfort and Washington.
Kennedy and other local
First
helped
Republicans
District Sen. Ken Winters claim
another four years in office during last year's run against
Democrat rival Carroll Hubbard
of Mayfield; however Kennedy
remained behind-the-scenes in
supporting Winters candidacy
while encouraging a bi-partisan
approach to winning the elec•
tion. Winters' success in
Calloway County was key to his
success in winning the post.
Winters is in Fiankfort today for
the first day of the General
Assembly session and was
unavailable for comment concerning Kennedy's resignation.

II Safety ...
From Front
the team would be handing out
"occupant protection material"
at East Calloway Elementary
School from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. as
children are dropped off. They
will also give out the materials
at North Calloway Elementary
School from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. as
children are picked up. The
team plans to hand out the
,materials rain or shine, the
release said.
The press release said that
goal of handing out the materials is to urge parents to make
sure their children always have
their seat belts properly buckled, especially when they are on
the way to and from school.
This is because area police
agencies have observed that
parents sometimes get in a
hurry and forget to make sure
they are wearing their belts.
"They'll be talking to parents
as they pick up and drop off
their kids," said Keith Todd,the
Department of Highways
spokesman for districts one and
two. "A lot of parents get in a
hurry when they leave in the
morning, so that's what we're
after."
Todd said that the highway
safety team will observe seat
belt usage at the schools and
will return in about two weeks
to see whether usage has
improved. He said the team
would be assisted by the
Murray Police Department, the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, teachers and
teachers' aides. They will not
only check for seat belts but
also will look to see if small
children are properly secured in
a booster seat or child safety
seat.
Todd said the promotion was
very successful last year and
that police even managed to
locate a few people by chance
who had bench warrants out for
their arrests. He said the highway department came back for
enforcement blitzes at about
half the sites, but it seemed that
most parents understood the
importance of making sure their
children were safely secured.

Kentucky
News in Brief
Composting helping Kentucky farms go green
MIDWAY, Ky.(AP) — Some Kentucky horse and cattle farms
looking to cut costs have found the answer on the bottom of their
shoes.
Literally.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports that at least 50 farms
across the state are using a process called aerobic hot composting
to turn horse manure into fertilizer that can be used in pastures
and flower beds.
"There's no downside to this," said Brad Caron, director of facilities at Three Chimneys Farm.
The process began to take flight in the 1990s when the
Thoroughbred Resource Conservation and Development Council
in Georgetown received a grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency to start the process with a few demonstration
farms.
Creating the compost can be time-consuming. The muck is
placed in windrows then turned mechanically for two or three
months.

Civil War monument planned in Madison County
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)— A Texas historical group plans a
monument to mark the central Kentucky site of a decisive
Confederate victory of the Civil War.
Madison County Historic Properties Director Phillip Seyfrit
says the Texas Historical Commission will dedicate the monument in Madison County's Battlefield Park on May 23.
The monument will be made of sunset-red granite and stand 8
feet tall, Seyfrit says. On it, will be lists of the Texas units
involved in the August 1862 battle along with an explanation of
their roles in the fight.
"We are gratified to have Texas erect the first state-sponsored
memorial on the Richmond Battlefield," Seyfrit told the
Richmond Register.
Seyfrit says the monument will be placed by a paved pathway in
the park, near the ravine from which Confederate troops emerged
to charge the Union's right, causing the Union line to fall back.
An interpretive sign already stands near the site.
Other Civil War battlefields, such as Perryville in Boyle County,
are dotted with monuments commemorating the action of troops
from various states, according to Seyfrit.

Autopsy scheduled for 78-year-old Lexington man
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Medical Examiner's
Office was scheduled to perform an autopsy Saturday on a 78year-old Lexington man who died 3 1/2 weeks after being assaulted at his home.
Fayette County deputy coroner John McCarty told The
Associated Press the autopsy was to be performed on Taylor
Arnett in Frankfort but was not yet complete midday Saturday.
The Fayette County coroner's office says Taylor Arnett was
injured Dec. 9 after an argument with this grandson about taking
out the trash.
Doctors at the University of Kentucky Medical Center listed
Arnett's cause of death as severe traumatic brain injury.
Lexington police said last month that Arnett's 26-year-old
grandson, Franklin Taylor Arnett, was arrested on suspicion of
first-degree assault.

Governor's coal-tax plan laces legislative hurdles
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Steve Beshear's plan to use
money generated from Kentucky's coal-severance tax is likely to
face opposition from the General Assembly.
The (Louisville) Courier-Journal reports that some key lawmakers are opposed to the plan. Beshear wants to use $17.4 million in
extra coal severance tax revenue to help offset the state's $456
million projected budget shortfall.
Rep. Rocky Adkins, a Sandy Hook Democrat and House majority leader, says he disagrees with the plan and thinks coal-producing counties should keep the money.
Other lawmakers say the governor's plan would still allow coal
counties to keep what they've already been promised, and an extra
$20 million.
Beshear has also proposed raising the state's tax on cigarettes by
70 cents per pack and cutting many government agencies by 4
percent.

Woman in confrontation shot multiple times
CARLISLE, Ky.(AP) — A northeastern Kentucky official says
a woman who was killed during a confrontation with an off-duty
sheriffs deputy was shot five times, including twice in her back.
Nicholas County Coroner Billy Clark says 55-year-old Brenda
May Pollitt was shot from 6 to 8 feet away with a .40-caliber
police weapon. Clark told the Lexington Herald-Leader on Friday
that two of the entry wounds were in Pollitt's back.
Kentucky State Police say 36-year-old Boone County Sheriffs
Deputy Scotty Hill fired after Pollitt threatened him with a pistol.
Nicholas County Sheriff Dick Garrett says the shooting
occurred Monday night when Hill, his wife and daughter went to
pick up a horse purchased from Pollitt's nephew.

Police and Sheriff Logs
Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 9:12 a.m. Friday at Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center.
- Vehicle damage was reported at 12:26 p.m. at the police
station.
- Bobby Roberts of Puryear, Tenn. was charged with theft by
unlawful taking under $300 at 3:53 p.m. Saturday at the
Fred's location at 928 S. 12th St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 6:22 p.m. at Save-aLot.
- A theft report was taken at 2:03 p.m. at the station after a
woman said her wallet was found with missing money.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 10:45
a.m. Monday on Highway 1346 east of Dexter.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A theft or scam report was taken at 10.31 a.m. Tuesday at
Kays Road
— Information is obtained from reports
logs aod citations from various agencies
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U.S. opens $700 million embassy in Baghdad
Sara Jane Oliver
Jane Oliver, 68, Murray, died Sunday. Jan. 4. 2009, at 10:53
am. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was born March 27,
1940 in Trigg County. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Sad

Mrs. Mary Ellen Mason
Mrs. Mary Ellen Mason, 94, of Calloway County, formerly of
Mayfield, died Friday, Jan. 2, 2009, at 9:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of the former Merit Clothing Company of
Mayfield, she was a member of First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Robert H. Mason, and her
parents, Elvis and Annie Bridges Ford.
Survivors include two sons, Larry Mason and wife, Sandy,
Clarrnont, Calif.. and Dennis Mason and wife, Donna, Memphis,
Tenn.: four grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Barry Fowler will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Highland Park Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Wednesday.

Mrs. Gertrudis Palacio (Trudy) Elliott

.Cs I Ii

Mrs. Gertrudis Palacio (Trudy) Elliott, 40, Knoxville, Tenn., formerly of Athens, Ga., and Murray, Ky., died Saturday, Jan. 3, 2009,
at her home. Her death was from cancer.
A member of all Saints Catholic Church, she was a religious education teacher and a Mary Kay director. She was formerly a biology
instructor at Murray State University. Her father,
Fernando Palacio, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Norbert Elliott.
five children. Danielle, Norbert II, Alexander,
Dominic and Adrian, and her mother, Sarah
Palacio, all of Knoxville; four sisters, Shalom
Palacio-Hollmon, Oklahoma, Emma Raglin,
Texas, Violet Castilo, California, and Sandra
Arriola, New York, three brothers, Fernando
Palacio and Froilan Palacio, both of California, and
Virgil Palacio, Belize; several aunts including
Elliott
Dominique Amaya, Saudi Arabia; several uncles
including Augustine Flores, Belize.
The family will receive friends Wednesday from 5 to 6:45 p.m. in
the Farragut Chapel of Click Funeral Home, 11915 Kingston Pike,
Knoxville. A Mass will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at All Saints
Catholic Church with Fr. Augustine ldra A.J. as celebrant.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a trust being established for the education of her children. Online condolences may be
made at ww.clickfuneralhome.com

Mrs. Wanda Peay

1

suit-

rig

The funeral for Mrs. Wanda Peay was Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Wilkinson & Wiseman Funeral Home, Portland, Tenn.
Bro. Mark Scott officiated. Pallbearers were Seth Anderson. Jack
Sirls, David Prescott, Craig Robertson, Atlas Thomas and Eric
Turner. Burial was in the Old Brush Cemetery.
Mrs. Peay, 70, Portland, died Wednesday, Dec. 31, 2008, at
Skyline Medical Center there. She was born July 9, 1938, in Golden
Pond, Ky. Preceding her in death were her husband, Edward Peay;
one son, James Johnson, her father, Emmett Thompson, and one
granddaughter, Karstin Johnson. Survivors include one daughter,
Anna Kimbro, Murray, Ky.; one son, Charles Johnson, Hemet,
Calif.; her mother, Lucille Thompson, and one sister, Frances
Thompson, both of Hopkinsville. Ky.; six grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

UN envoy: Nations must
take Guantanamo inmates
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VIENNA, Austria (AP) More nations must take in
Guantanamo inmates once the
U.S.-run prison closes; the
U.N.'s torture investigator said
this morning, insisting that
.nany were held simply because
they were "in the wrong place at
the wrong time."
Nowak
told
Manfred
Austrian radio he hopes more
countries will set aside their
misgivings and show solidarity
with the incoming government
Barack
of President-elect
Obama, who has vowed to shut
the detention center in eastern
Cuba.
Most European nations have
refused to accept Guantanamo
inmates, citing national security
concerns. Nowak told public
broadcaster ORF he understands
their reluctance, "since the U.S.
government for many years represented (the prisoners) as the
most dangerous ever captured."
Yet many are harmless,
Nowak said, appealing to EU
nations to think of them as
refugees and treat them as
though they had fled persecution and gone directly to Europe
to seek safe haven.
"Many (detainees) were
clearly in the wrong place at the
wrong time, and simply fell into
the hands of Pakistani bounty
hunters paid by the Americans,"
Nowak said. "They had nothing
to do with Sept. II."
France,
Officials from
and
Portugal
Germany.
Switzerland have all recently
said they are looking into
accepting detainees from the

U.S. prison, and Albania and
Sweden acknowledge they have
already taken in a few inmates.
But Australia said Saturday it
has twice rejected a U.S. request
to do so, and Britain said it hasn't yet been asked.
Nowak pressed his own
country, Austria, to take in some
of the roughly 250 prisoners still
held-even though the government has ruled that out.
U.S. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates has called for proposals for transferring the
remaining detainees, amid concerns that some could be persecuted if sent back to their home
nations.
Most come from Yemen, but
others are from Azerbaijan,
Algeria, Afghanistan, Chad,
China and Saudi Arabia.
Some have been held without
charge since the prison camp
opened in 2002 to hold so-called
"enemy combatants" accused of
links to the al-Qaida terror network or the Taliban.

BAGHDAD (Al" -- The
United States inaugurated its
largest embassy ever in the heart
of Baghdad's Green Zone this
morning, officially opening the
fortress-like compound that was
built as a testament to America's
commitment to Iraq.
Addressing an inauguration
ceremony under tight security,
Ambassador Ryan Crocker said
the $700 million embassy was
testimony to America's longterm friendship with Iraq, where
about 146,000 U.S. troops are
deployed.
"From this embassy in the
years to come, we look forward
to building our partnership and
contributing to the future."
Crocker said.
Attacks once again rocked
Baghdad a day after a suicide
bomber killed at least 38 people
at a Shiite shrine just four miles
north of the site of the new
embassy. Four bombs exploded
in different parts of Baghdad
just before noon today, killing
four people and wounding 19.
During the ceremony at the
new embassy, U.S. Marines
raised the American flag over
the building, which sits on a
I04-acre site and has space for
1,000 employees. The adobecolored buildings resemble a
corporate campus surrounded by
huge walls of reinforced concrete.
"It is from the embassy that
you see before you that we will
continue the tradition of friendship, cooperation and support
begun by the many dedicated
Americans who have worked in
Iraq since 2003." said U.S.
Deputy Secretary of State John
Negroponte, who served as the
first American ambassador to
Iraq after the 2003 U.S.-led
invasion, at the ceremony. held
in the complex's courtyard.
Iraqi President Jalal Talabani,
a longtime Washington ally,
praised President George W.
Bush's decision to invade Iraq in
2003 and topple the regime of
Saddam Hussein. who was executed two years ago.
"The building of this site
would not be possible without
the courageous decision by
President Bush to liberate Iraq."
said Talabani. a Kurd. "This
building is not only a compound
for the embassy but a symbol of
the deep friendship between the
two peoples of Iraq and
America."
U.S. diplomats and military
officials moved into the
embassy on Dec. 31 after vacating Saddam's Republican
Palace, which they occupied
when they captured Baghdad in
April 2003. The palace will now
seat the Iraqi government and
the office of Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki, who did not
attend the Monday's ceremony
because he was traveling in Iran.
Crocker said that, since 2003
invasion, "perhaps no single
week has been more important
than this past week. On Dec. 31
we left the republican palace."
For nearly six years, the
grandiose and gaudy palace.
with its gold-plated bathroom
fixtures and enormous chandeliers, served as both headquarters for occupying forces and the
hub for the Green Zone - the
walled-off swath of central
Baghdad that was formally
turned over to the Iraqi govern-
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17 of the dead were Iranian pilgrims.
In response to that attack,
Iraqi authorities banned female
pilgrims from entering the district for ceremonies on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Hundreds of thousands of
Shiite pilgrims are expected to
visit Karbala and other shrines
around Iraq during Ashura,
which on Wednesday will mark
the anniversary of the 7th-centuProphet
of
death
ry
grandson
Muhammad's
Hussein.
He was killed in a battle on

the plains of Karbala near die
Euphrates River. The battle, part
of the dispute over the leadership of a young Muslim nation
following Muhammad's death in
632. enshrined Islam's split into
Sunni and Shiite branches.
Iraqi security forces have
deployed thousands of troops ih
Baghdad. Karbala and on roads
linking the two cities to safeguard the ceremonies. Attacks%
by al-Qaida in Iraq. Sunni insurgents and even a Shiite cult have
killed hundreds of people in
recent years.
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GlavotimithKline .ADR ,35.13' 1.14
.0.29
...........
Goodrich
6.33 - Ott
(.00th ear
9.25 B 11.20 A
HopEed Bank*
8687 • 0.50
IBM

.1,.0 (I .1111

15.08 • 0.12
Intel.
26.53 • 0.01
Kroger..
Mattel ..
16.44 • 0.21
McDonalds
....... 63.39 - 0,36
10.73 • 0.27
Merck
Microsoft................_____20.20 • 0.13
21.04 + 0.52
J.C. Penne
55.44 • 0.53
Pepsico. Inc............
10.05 .0.22
Men
_8.78 + 0.17
Regions Financial
17.91 + 0.56
Schering-Plough
40.68 • 0.81
Sears Holding Corp
10.51 • 0.12
lime Warner
24.40. 0.85
LS Bancorp
69.43 - 0.03
UST
43.30.O5
IhellPoint Inc
66.50 • 0.68
Wal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753 3366 800 444-1854
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Soybean Board
Present
5th Annual

SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY
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Tuesday, January 13, 2009
Murray State University-RSEC, Murray Room
Registration 4:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Sponsored Dinner 6:00 pm

Seminars and Discussion Begin at 4:30 pm
Barry Newsome
Flew Representat,vt.
270-753-4377
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ment on New Year's Day.
The handover came on the
same day that a security agreement between Iraq and the
United States went into effect. It
replaced a U.N. mandate that
allowed the U.S. and other foreign troops to operate in Iraq.
Under the new agreement.
U.S. troops will no longer conduct unilateral operations and
will act only in concert with
Iraqi forces. They must also
leave major Iraqi cities by June
and the entire country by the end
of 2011. Another accord mapped
out the bilateral relations.
"Iraq has now assumed the
lead for all security operations
and our bilateral relationship
going forward will be governed"
by the two agreements. Crocker
said. "Iraq is in a new era and so
is the Iraqi-U.S. relationship."
Though violence has plummeted around Iraq in the past
year, with attacks dropping from
an average 180 a day to just 10.
horrific bombings still plague
the capital. Many recent attacks
have targeted pilgrims during
ceremonies commemorating the
death of a much revered Shiite
saint.
This morning, a roadside
bomb killed two police officers
and wounded five in eastern
Baghdad. Another killed a man
driving in central Baghdad
while two roadside bombs
wounded more than 10 people
- including seven Shiites
preparing to head to the holy
city of Karbala, south of
Baghdad, where the ceremonies
will reach their pinnacle on
Wednesday.
Iraqi officials said Sunday's
suicide bomber, who killed at
least 38 people outside the
shrine of Imam Mousa al-Kazim
in Baghdad. was a man disguised as a woman. Initial
reports said the attacker was a
woman concealing a bomb
under her black cloak. At least
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People watch the U.S. flag as ills raised during a ceremony marking the opening of the new
U.S. Embassy in Baghdad, Iraq, this morning. The $700 million building is one of the largest
American embassies in the world.

Featured Speakers:
John Phipps
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Shelia Crouse
Field Represeoter,,e
270-753-4741
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US Farm Report

Jeff Beal
Strategic Marketing Services
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grumbling right
i.,stening to some of those
on the left you'd think that
Barack Obama had suddenly
announced he had changed parties and enrolled as a pro-life
Republican, while over on the
right some malcontents worry
that he has abandoned genuine
Christianity and become a member of a heretical sect.
All of this hubbub just
because he invited Pastor Rick
Warren to give the invocation
at his coming inauguration ceremonies.
That's right. Rick Warren,
pastor of a mega-church, author
of an inspirational best seller,
"The Purpose Driven Life,"
that many testify helped renew
their Christian faith, a man
who urapologetically defends
the root tenets of that faith,
has thus become a target of
the so-called gay community
who prefer clerics who blithely ignore Biblical teachings.
According to its press materials, Dr. Warren's Saddleback
Church in Lake Forest, Calif.
averages "22,000 weekly attendees, a 120-acre campus. and
has more than 300 community ministries to groups such
as prisoners. CEOs, addicts,
single parents, and those with
HIV/AIDS... He also leads the
Purpose Driven Network of
churches, a global coalition of
congregations in 162 countries."
time magazine named Warren
one of "15 World Leaders Who
Mattered Most in 2004," and
in 2(8)5 one of the "100 Most
Influential People in the World."
Despite all that, he's still a
scoundrel, according to such
groups as the Human Rights
Campaign and the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force, who
now demand that President-elect
Obama withdraw his invitation
to the Rev. Warren and find
someone more suitable -- presumably meaning gay friendly
-- to pray over his installation
as president of the United States.
Why is he a scoundrel? How
did he offend them? By supporting California's successful
Proposition 8, which banned gay
marriage, and by saying such
things as, "I'm opposed to the
re-definition of a 5,000 year definition of marriage. I'm opposed
to a having brother and sister
be together and call that a marriage. I'm opposed to an older
guy marrying a child and calling that a marriage. I'm opposed
to one guy having multiple
wives and calling that a marriage."
To them, having such beliefs
disqualifies him from taking
part in Obama's inaugural ceremony despite the fact that
Obama himself expressed the
same beliefs at the presidential candidate forum at his Saddleback Church during the campaign. saying "I believe that
marriage is the union between

a man and a
woman.
Now,
for
me— its a
Christian—
it is also a
sacred
union."
In view of
his views on
the subject as
Making
shown
Sense
above, and
By Michael
the demands
Reagan
of the gay
Syndicated
community
Columnist
regarding
Rick Warren,
should not Barack Obama also
be disqualified from appearing
at his own inauguration?
On the right, some of my
fellow conservatives are aghast
over the thought that pro-abortion Barack Obama, who at
best they abhor anyway, would
slap them in the face by asking Warren to do the honors
at his inauguration, and that - Heaven forbid -- Warren would
accept the invitation, thus in
their view somehow putting his
stamp of approval on babykilling.
In a statement, Operation
Rescue —a militantly pro-life
but usually sensible organization -- charged that Warren had
attempted "to excuse his act
of support for Mr. Obama, an
ardent supporter of abortion,
by saying, 'The Bible admonishes us to pray for our leaders,' which of course it does."
For Operation Rescue that
doesn't cut it. Taking part in
Obama's moment of glory is
somehow "tantamount to placing his stamp of approval on
Obama and his policies that
stand in direct opposition to
Biblical truths."
They quote Holy Scripture
Ephesians 5: I I) as admonishing that as Christians we should
have "nothing to do with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather expose them.In other words, by praying
at the inauguration, the mere
act of praying for the new
president amounts to backhanded support of abortion because
Mama is pro-abortion.
President Eisenhower had a
term for that kind of reasoning.
He called it "rot-gut thinking." I expect to see rot-gut
thinking from the gays, but not
when it comes from conservatives as well. God bless Rick
Warren and God help his critics, left and right.
Mike Reagan, the elder son
of the late President Ronald
Reagan and the chairman of
www.reaganaction.com,
is
heard on more than 200 talk
radio stations nationally as part
of the Radio America Network.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the Murray Ledger & Times.
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Gaza war may hurt Obama peace efforts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Israel's military onslaught
against the militant Hamas
movement will probably make
it harder for President-elect
Barack Obama to fulfill a campaign pledge of early and vigorous Mideast peacemaking,
and the pre-inauguration timing may frustrate any effort he
plans to establish new footing
among Arab partners.
Obama's foreign policy
advisers are lying low out of
deference to President George
W. Bush and are refusing to
speak to the implications of
Israel's three-day-old operation
in the volatile Gaza Strip. But
transition aides are being briefed
by Bush administration officials and quietly pondering its
effects.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has had "direct
conversations" about the situation with both Obama and
her
designated
successor,
Hillary Rodham Clinton. the
State Department said Monday.
An Obama aide said the president-elect would be discussing
the matter with Clinton and
To the Editor:
Today in Iraq a man threw
his shoes at American President Bush. It was the ultimate
insult.
Secretary of State Rice tried
to cover up the shame by saying that it is great that Iraqis
now feel free to insult the American president.
Is that what we have sacrificed the lives of 4,200 American servicemen for? Is that
what we drove 4 million Iraqis
from their homeland for? Is
that what we have spent 3 trillion dollars and wrecked the
American economy for?
So that an Iraqi journalist
could feel free to insult the
American president? If that
freedom is what we have bought
at so dear a price. George
Bush could have shown his
face to Saddam Hussein and
Saddiun could have thrown his
shoes at him.
No. It means America has
earned the contempt of the
world because we have been
fools.
But our new prince must
restore America to a place of
dignity and respect.
A barefoot world is looking to us for this kind of leadership.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray. KY
To the Editor,
1 read in the Murray Ledger
& Times on Thursday, Dec.
181 an article written by Michael
Reagan, syndicated columnist
on Page 4A. He wrote, quote:
"Christmas is not a holiday,
it's a birthday," unquote.
He states, another quote,
"He is fed up with federal,
state and local governments,
plus nationwide chain stores and
even the White House could

AP

NEWS ANALYSIS

his choice to be national secu- Obama moves into the White
rity adviser, retired Gen. James House or else wait months.
Jones.
"The last thing (they) wantAnalysts believe Israel timed ed was when the presidentthe air attacks to prevent the elect is sworn in that the first
situation in Gaza from becom- thing on his welcome mat is
ing Obama's first major for- this incursion into Gaza," said
eign policy crisis when he takes Senor, a former Bush adminoffice Jan. 20, as well as for istration communications offidomestic political reasons. But cial. "It wouldn't be good for
they also think the offensive Israel. it wouldn't be good for
against Hamas may undermine President Obama's new adminany short-term initiative the istration. In a sense, it wasn't
incoming administration might in anybody's interest."
Israel can count on firm
trY•
"The Israelis don't want to support from the Bush admingreet the president-elect with istration for the sensitive Gaza
this problem as the first thing operation, despite broad conwhen he enters the Oval Office," demnation in the Arab world
said Steven Cook, senior fel- and rising calls elsewhere for
low for Middle Eastern stud- Israel to pull back in the face
ies at the Council on Foreign of mounting civilian casualties.
Relations. Yet, he added, "It
But a primary risk is that
clearly, clearly complicates any the offensive in Gaza will fureffort to engage in a vigorous ther undermine the already
diplomatic effort."
weakened Palestinian President
Another council fellow, Dan Mahmoud Abbas, who controls
Senor, agreed, saying the only the West Bank and has
Israelis had calculated that they little to show from more than
would have to act quickly before a year of negotiations with the

Israelis that began in November 2007 at a peace conference in Annapolis, Md., according to Cook and others.
Another is inflamed tensions
against Israel and its chief ally.
the United States, that could
undermine high hopes the Arab,
world has for a change in U.S.
course in the region under
°barna, they said.
Rice, meanwhile, also has
reached out to more than a
dozen foreign leaders and senior officials in a bid to prevent the situation from spiraling out of control and keep
the Annapolis process, recently enshrined as "irreversible"
at her urging by the U.N. Security Council, at the forefront
of the peace push.
Clinton and Jones, who has
been supervising Palestinian
security arrangements in the
West Bank, are familiar with
the intricacies of Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking. As New
York's junior senator. Clinton
has been a strong supporter of
Israel, a history that may help
her with Israelis and hurt her
among Arab leaders.

title on their resume or while
their spouse finishes their
degree and they'll move on to
a more generously funded park
program. The position will be
industries a revolving door with none ot
and
not call their Christmas party churches,
the continuity claimed.
a Christmas party." unquote. throughout our community.
The youth sports programs
We have regular blood drives
I have watched the ads in
the Ledger & Times and paid around the community and are best managed by involved
particular attention to those encourage you to ask a friend parents who have a vested
businesses that praised our Jesus to join you at the next blood interest in the planning, adminChrist by saying "Merry Christ- drive. Please let everyone know istering, and funding the sports
mas." I have no objection to why you consider this an impor- that their children are involved
a "Happy Holiday" greeting, but tant pan of your life and how in. They are the ones that
as Mr. Reagan states this is simple it is to 'give the gift are on site, communicating with
not a holiday, it's a birthday! of life' to others. If you are other parents, and soliciting volI truly hope everyone will interested in hosting a blood unteers to insure the programs
remember, without our savior drive or donating blood, please give parents the best value foi
there would be no Christmas. contact the MCCH Blood Donor their money and the best experience for their children. A
May everyone that reads this Center at (270) 762-1119.
remember the "Greatest Gift"
Beth Wiggins, Blood Bank paid sports director actually
God has given to us all.
Coordinator, Murray-Calloway discourages parental participation. After all, it is all too
Merry Christmas,
County Hospital
easy to say "It's the park's
Dottie Benoit
job. That's what they get paid
Murray, Kentucky
To the Editor:
I don't need to get
I read, with a sense of déjà for.
To the Editor:
vu. the Friday article about the involved."
I think that if the Park
On behalf of the Murray-Cal- Park Board's decision to assume
loway County Hospital Blood control of all youth sports. It Director wants to offer more
Donor Center, and the patients was a dozen years or so ago to the community he should
who rely on us for blood, we while I was a member of the concentrate his efforts on manwould like to thank all of our soccer association's board that aging and finding funding for
donor groups including local a first year park director found park activities that don't have
churches and industries that a sympathetic ear on the Park a strong, parent run organizahave participated in hosting a Board and lobbied, not with tion like the hiking trails. Frisblood drive and supported the the soccer association, but bee course, skate park, and
Blood Donor Center this past behind the scenes to assume dog park. But then again.
year. We appreciate your con- control of the soccer program. maybe that's what the Part.
tinued support and participa- The idea was quickly tabled Board has in mind. Why not
tion in hosting blood drives at when word came 'through the take the money from the youth
grape vine" of the plan which sports programs and spend then
your area locations.
The MCCH Blood Donor evoked a quick and spirited elsewhere?
Mike Keller
Center is one of only two hos- objection from the soccer board
Former MCCSA President
pital based donor centers in and interested parents. It was
P.S. The soccer association
the state of Kentucky, which a bad idea then and it's a bad
did pay for all of the goals.
means that the blood we draw idea now.
from our community is used
A $27,000 a year sports the concession stand, the devel-:
at our hospital. During 2008, director to "ensure continuity" opment of the fields north of;
Murray Hospital's Blood Donor is a flawed argument. At that Bee Creek. and even paid for
Center has drawn around 1,800 salary, the position is an entry a mower that was to be used
units of blood. We are very level job for a MSU recre- exclusively on the soccer fields
grateful for the continued sup- ation major who will stay for
port from so many donors. a year or two to cement the
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American Legion Post 73
service officers available
Service officers of American Legion Post
173 will be available each Wednesday from
1 to 4 p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway
County with the completion of forms and
the filing of claims with the Veterans'
Administration at the Legion post, 310 Bee
Creek Dr.. Murray. No appointment is necessary.
Also the post will be open from 6 to
10 a.m. each Friday starting Jan. 9 for
lo's
veterans and their family and friends to
Datebook play cards, watch television and board
By Jo Burkeen games, according to Commander Duane
Brown. Snacks will be made available. For
Community
more information call 753-8985 or 752Editor
3333.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. in the high school band room. A chili supper will
be discussed. All Laker boosters are urged to attend.

Kappa meeting Tuesday

!".•% I

Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Group planning for
"Evening of Chocolate" will be held. Hostesses will be Rosemary Graham, Cathy Mathis and Vicky Holton.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.
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TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 I North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Narcotics Group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Support group will meet
A support group for persons who have lost a parent by
death is scheduled each Monday at 7 p.m. For more information call 753-7129.

Soccer Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet tonight
(Monday) at 6 at the Chamber of Commerce. In addition to
the normal business, the board will be addressing the situation
that has arisen from the decision of the Park Board to take
over soccer in the community. Anyone interested in making
their thoughts and opinions heard on this issue is welcome to
attend this meeting.

e-mail: jo.burkeentitmurrayledgencom

Stubblefield writes about piece of
equipment from an area plane crash
Editor's Note: The following
is an article written by Sharon
Stubblefield
of
Outland
Richmond concerning the piece
of the Army airplane that
crashed in the Brewery community during World War II. The
site was recently' dedicated by a
group of Martha!! County residents. Stubblefield was raised in
Murray.
I always knew there was
something special. almost
sacred, about that 2-x6" greenish-gray piece of twisted metal I
had saved for 63 years. I
remembered picking it up near a
roped off area strewn with
debris from a recent plane crash.
I was only 3 years old and a
tall man in a military uniform
said I could keep it. I must have
been with my mother and grandparents because my father was
probably still overseas where he
had been serving in the army as
an airplane mechanic during
World War
My grandfather Dr. J.V. Stark
was born in Hardin. Ky.. and
was a well known country doctor who also dispensed medicine
from his home office in Kirksey.
Ky. He had delivered me at his
home there and my birth certificate is filled out in my grandmother's handwriting.
The piece of metal stayed in
a chest of drawers in one drawer
filled with toys for my brother
and me at these grandparents'
home. When my grandparents
went to a nursing home and the
house was sold in the 1970's, the

When he returned trom his
tour of duty he applied for a
teaching position in colleges in
Kentuckyand was hired by
Eastern Kentucky University to
teach in the College of Law
Enforcement and to help design
the laboratories for their new
complex to be built.
Thus, the piece of metal'
found its way to our home in
Richmond, Ky. Once my daughter Alicia was helping her dad
clean out our garage and she •
threw it away in a garbage bag.' •
Upon returning home, I went
through the bags before the •
garbage truck arrived and res
cued the piece of metal. This
time I put it in a clear plastic bag
and stored it among my linens in
my chest of drawers.
For a long time I had vowed ,
to research that plane crash
through the local library in
Murray, but I had failed to do it. ,
I remembered part of the story'
told about the thunderstorm, the..
splitting of the large military ,
plane and the one survivor who
ianded in some bushes.
I was thrilled to read the.
Associated Press story of the
plane crash July I. 1945. The
Sharon Stubblefield holding piece from airplane
article included the interview
toys, along with the piece ot education at Murray State and with Maxine Bohannon, the list
metal, were taken to my father's the University of Kentucky. of those on the airplane with the
parents' home in Murray. Ky. Afterwards, he entered the mili- one survivor, and the communiThere it stayed until they too tary service for 2 years and the ty's plan to honor these men
passed away and the house was children and I spent 8 months in who served our country in such
New Jersey where he was sta- a critical time in our history by.
sold.
The toys and piece of metal tioned before he went to placing a monument near the.
were then stored at my in-laws' Vietnam. While he was away. I crash site. This gives real meanhome in Murray while my hus- went back to Murray and rented ing to my little piece of twisted.
metal.
band Vernon and I finished our a home for a year.

Ladlesof theeaks
Ladies Bridge will be Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.
Jo Anne Auer will be hostess.
Members are asked to make reservations by calling Auer at 7590386.

Art Guild selling calendars
Murray An Guild is selling
2009 calendars featuring the
work of Art Guild members
and youth workshop participants. The I 3-month gift quality calendar features local artwork in photography, drawing.
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painting, sculpture and fibers.
All proceeds from the sales
go to support the Guild's programming.
The guild is located at 500
North 4th St., Murray. For information call 753-4059.
Victoria Waggoner

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
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Waggoner
presents
program at
open house

Fire Protection District to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
(Monday) at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station on East Sycamore
Street.

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Cynthia Barnes, president, urges all members to attend.

Victoria Waggoner presented
a mini concert of violin music
for the customers at Graceful
Legacy Vintage Shop during the
open house at Hazel.
She is the 10-year-old daughter of Seth and Kim Waggoner.
Waggoner is a student of
Eastwood Christian Academy,
Murra

Make A Difference Day planned
Make A Difference Day is scheduled for Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University
Roy Stewart Stadium. This is sponsored by the Murray and
Calloway County Family Resource Centers. Any person having items for recycling is invited to attend the event during
the designated times. For more information call Julie Stone,
coordinator for the Murray Family Resource Center. at 7599592.

CCHS Football banquet planned
Calloway County High School Football Team will hold its
2008-2009 banquet on Saturday. Jan. 10. at 6 p.m. in the large
ballroom of the Murray State University Curris Center. The
cost will be $15 per person and all reservations are due to
Football Coach Josh McKeel by today (Monday). For more
information call Coach McKeel at 762-7374, ext. 114.

1tS.411114101k
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SPECIAL THANKS: Cliff Finney, left, chairman of the Murray
Shnners Club, presented Veronica S. Kitchen, a letter of
appreciation for her voluntary service in 2008.
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Primary Care plans promotion
Primary Care Medical Center Team for Relay for Life has
cookbooks for sale with proceeds to the team. They are available at Primary Care or call Wendy Joyce at 759-9200.

Barnett Cemetery needs funds

I

Call 753-1916

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almc
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Barnett Cemetery is in need of funds for the upkeep of the
grounds. Donations may be mailed to Hazel Jean Brandon.
1604 Keenland, Murray, KY 42071 or Dale Campbell, 1619
Melrose, Murray, KY 42071.
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Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Amnia Peeler
We can't believe another year has gone
by so quickly! It seems like only yesterday that we were having our beach party
outside in 90 degree heat This past year
we added sixteen new residents to our
Hickory. Woods home. We hope they
enjos Hickory Woods as much as we
einti them
We celebrated our New Year's Eve
party on Wednesday afternoon (since we
can't stay awake until midnight t lenise
shared some of the nations highlights of
the year with the residents and they
shared the highlights of their year.
Everyone looked festive in their party
hats and it was hilarious listening to
them blow their horns and other party
favors. Of course the party was topped
off *ith sparkling grape juice and other
refreshments. All we lacked was the big
ball dropping like at Times Square in
New York City It was so nice having the
party early
we didn't have to fall
asleep on it!
New Year's Day we spent relaxing in
our Matins and making ow New Year's
resolutions.
We played some really fun games this
week leftist played Wheel of Fortune
with us on Tuesday and Friday Donna
played Senior kr and Bingo. We
pumped up our exercises this week,
hopefully to shed those extra Christmas
pounds. Ruble Taylor and Connie
Wofford finished a beautiful jigsaw puzzle As a matter of fact. Ruble's sisiei is
having it framed.
We're starting to plan activities and
events for 2009. 'This also means plans
for another Hickory Woods Calendar
We are *onions for a new year to begin.
even though we probabb won't stick to
any of our Neu Year's resolutions'
—Nothing else looks or feels hie home
bat we come close
$4 Utterback Rd • Muruy,k,
754-870t) • 1.988•231-3014
Phone:

!rot

753-4703
Phone Quotes Available
Serving Over 4,000 Households
In Murray & Calloway County
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Lookingridt;k
40 aears ago
Elected as new officers ot the
Board ot the Murray Independent
Schools were Bethel Richardson.
chairman: William C. Adams. vice
chairman: Ruth Lassiter. treasurer: and Fred Schultz. secretary.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr_ and Mrs. Donny Buchanan.
Dec. 25: a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Charles L. Burkeen. Dec. 27: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Noble K.
Brown. Dec. 29: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William (Billy) Filbeck.
Dec. 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
will be married for 65 years Jan.
7.
50 years ago
Plummeting temperatures. sleet
and ice made Murray and Calloway County shiver over the weekend with temperatures of 2 degrees
reported last night and today.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 76-58 over Spring Hill
College in the Gulf South Classic at Shreveport. La. Terry Darnall hit for 17 points to be high
scorer for Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Mathis. twin boys
to Mr. and Mrs. G.F. Spann. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Martin, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glendon Minter, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Adams and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Higgins.
60 years ago
Bill Linn has been named by
the Kentucky State Police to assist
Kentucky State Trooper Capt.
Albert Futrell in this area of Western Kentucky.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Tigers won 68-24 over
Fulton and Hazel Lions won 7329 over Murray Training Colts.
High team scorers were Alexander for Tigers. Hyland for Fulton, Taylor for Lions and Smith
for Colts.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Strader
will be married for 50 years Jan.
9.

10 years ago
1 be Weston Dal k Fired
t riwei1ssoClanOn is meet-

the ICA
.,iter Program.
!clip
sc.Out Association will
I he
begin the sale of ckkikies on Jan.
15 Ihe .ost it 111 J14.' $.4 per box.
Murrak Sale Cnicersity Racers
er Southwest
,,n
X 1 -OS
otostana in the Rainbow Basketball Classic at Honolulu, Hawaii .
-kidney Ker.,: hit for 23 points
to lead the Racer wonng.
South Pleasant (r%.% e Homemakers Club held its December
potluck meeting in the home of
Brenda Erwin.
20 years ago
The first baby of the new year.
1989, Christina Jo McCracken.
cc as horn t,, Rod and Carrie
McCracken ot Muria) on Jan. 4
at 7:34 a In at Murray-Callow ay
Counts Hospital The family still
receise the gilts listed in the Murray Ledger & Times First Baby
of the Year Contest.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Tigers won 50-7 over Heath
Pirates a jib Jim Hornbuckle hitting for IS points iii the Tigers:
Calloway Counts Laker, won 4339 in to mime user the Carlisle
County Comets with Tim Armstrong hitting for 10 points for
the Laker..
.30 years ago
Published is a picture of members of second grade class at Murray City School at the Murray
State Unisersity sw imming pool
in Carr Health Building for the
special class
Calloway County High School
Laker. lost 83-71 to Wingo in a
basketball game. Scott Barrow hit
for 23 points to be high scorer
for the Takers.
A musical program, "Joy to
the World." was presented by students of Linda Wright held in the
fellowship hall of First Baptist
Church.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Res. Dr. and Mrs. William
P. Mullins Jr.. Dec. 18.
ing
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Bumbling behavior is a sore
point between mother and son
DEAR ABBY: My son says
I scold him so often it has
given hint a complex. He constantly loses things -- coats.
lunch boxes, expensive toys,
games -- and damages property such as computers, my
furniture.
etc.
He
doesn't do it
on purpose.
It "just hap(I
pens"
think)
because he
clumsy
is
and heavyhanded, sort
of a bull in
china
By Abigail
shop.
Van Buren
He often
bumps into
people -- including me -- and
never says "Excuse me," or
even appears to notice. At first
I would speak to him about
these incidents and make him
apologize, but after a while I
lost my patience and started
getting angry. His behavior has
continued through high school.
My son is now 19 and still
living at home, and these things
are still happening. What am
I supposed to do? Sit back
and say nothing? This morning we were getting into the
car to go to work, and he
swung his lunch bag around
and hit me in the head with
it. It contained cans of soda,
and it hurt. When no reaction
or apology was forthcoming,
I said, "You hit me in the
head with your lunch bag,"
and he went off again about
always being a failure and
everyone always finding fault
with him. -- FRUSTRATED
MOM IN VIRGINIA

Dear Abby

Today,I History
governor of Wyoming; she was
the first female governor in U.S.
history. (She succeeded Frank E.
Lucas. who had served as acting
governor following the death of
Ross' husband, William B. Ross.)
In 1933. the 30th president of
the United States, Calvin Coolidge,
died in Northampton. Mass., at
age 60.
In 1949, in his State of the
Union address, President Harry S.
Truman labeled his administration
the Fair Deal.
In 1957. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower proposed assistance to
countries to help them resist Communist aggression: this became
known as the Eisenhower Doctrine.
In 1970. Joseph A. Yablonski,
an unsuccessful candidate for the
presidency of the United Mine
Workers of America. was found
murdered with his wife and daugh-

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Jan. 5. the
fifth day of 2009. There are 360
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 5. 1896. an Austrian
newspaper. Wiener Presse. reported the discovery by German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen of a type
of radiation that came to be known
as "X-rays."
On this date:
In 1781. a British naval expedition led by Benedict Arnold
burned Richmond. Va.
In 1809. the Treaty of the Dardanelles, which ended the AngloTurkish War, was concluded by
the United Kingdom and the
Ottoman Empire.
In 1895. French Capt. Alfred
Dreyfus. convicted of treason, was
publicly stripped of his rank. (He
was ultimately vindicated.)
In 1925, Nellie T. Ross became
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ter at their Clarksville, Pa., home.
UMW President Anthony Boyle
and three others were convicted
of the killings.
In 1994. Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill. former speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives, died
in Boston at age 81.
In 1998. Sonny Bono. the
1960's pop star-turned-politician.
was killed when he struck a tree
while skiing in South Lake Tahoe,
Calif.: he was 62.
Ten years ago: Four U.S. Air
Force and Navy jets fired on, and
missed. four Iraqi MiGs testing
the "no-fly" zone over southern
Iraq in the first such air confrontation in more than six years.
Five years ago: Foreigners arriving at U.S. airports were photographed and had their fingerprints
scanned in the start of a government effort to keep terrorists out
of the country.
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Rare form of dermatitis leaves
man looking for answers
DEAR DR. G(YTT: I ant an
86-year-old male, and. approximately two years ago. I was diagnosed with nummular dermatitis_
This disease causes spots of rashes that appear on all parts ol my
body alter the area, gel very itchy.
I trust my
diagnosis
because my
dermatologist
is a professor
of dermatology at the
Yale University School of
Medicine. He
said there is
no cure and
very
little
by
research
Peter
Gott
Dr.
because very
few people have this disease. I
am currently taking triamcinolone
aceionide. which I have to apply
to all affected spots twice a day.
Do you know anything about
this condition? Can you offer any
suggestions?
DEAR READER: Nununular
dermatitis (ND) is a form of
eczema. It usually occurs on the
arms and legs but can appear anywhere on the body. The rash generally starts as papules (raised
areas of skin) that then turn into
plaques (flattened patches, such
as those associated with psoriasis). These areas are generally
very itchy and are frequently
accompanied by abnormal dryness. The areas are prone to infection, cracking, bleeding and so
forth caused by scratching.
There are two peak ages of
occurrence. People between 60
and 70 are most commonly' affected, with a predominance in men.

FRUSTRATED
DEAR
MOM: It may seem a little
late to suggest this, but have
you ever had your son evaluated for a psychological or
neurological disorder? There
may be a reason for his constantly losing things. As to his
clumsiness, has his vision -specifically his depth perception -- been checked by an
eye-care specialist? Yes, accidents happen, but when they
happen repeatedly, there may
be an explanation for it other
than klutziness or forgetfulness.

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: I recently
married a man my family and
friends, and I, all thought was
the perfect man/husband for
me -- or anyone, for that matter. We have been married less
than two months, and I have
undeniable proof that he is
married to another woman in
another state.
We received gifts from two
showers -- one given by some
friends and another given by
my co-workers. Should I give
them back? I want to do the
right thing. There are about
20 gifts and a small gift certificate.
So far, people who know
my situation say I should keep
them, but are they just being
polite? -- EMBARRASSED
AND HEARTBROKEN IN
NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR EMBARRASSED
AND HEARTBROKEN: If
they have not been used, the
gifts should be offered to the
people who gave them to you.
However, if you have already
done this and were told you
should keep them, then that's
what you should do. The gifts
are yours to keep or dispose
of as you wish, if you would
prefer not to have hurtful
reminders around.

The second group is individuals
between the ages of 20 and 30.
Those in this group tend to be
female, and many also have atopic
dermatitis (common eczema). This
disorder is rare in children.
Symptoms often come and go
with winter. Cold or dry conditions may worsen the condition,
while sun, humidity and the use
of strong moisturizers appear to
reduce symptoms. Areas of old :•
patches are often where new outbreaks occur. The cause is.
'
unknown, but many experts believe
many factors may be involved.
Treatment for generalized (over •;
most of the body) ND can include 1 ,
bed rest, oral antibiotics or steroids
and being in a cool (not cold)'-:
environment. Taking cool or lukewarm baths or showers once or
twice daily followed immediately
by applying moisturizer can be beneficial. The skin must be damp
while the moisturizer is applied
to seal the moisture in. Depending on the severity of the ,mitbreak, and whether it is generalized or localized, some sufferers
may require oral steroids, antihistamines. sedatives or antibiotics.
Your current treatment of triamcinolone acetonide is a topical
anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid,
which is essentially a steroid cream.
As for suggestions, I am not a
dermatologist. In my opinion, you
are on an appropriate treatment.
Just as there is no cure for cornmon eczema, there is no cure for
this form. If you have further
questions about prevention, treatment and self-care techniques, I
urge you to speak to your physician who, undoubtedly, has access
to the newest treatments available.
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DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I have been married 54 years.
She is now 90 and I am 87,
although we could both pass
for 70. We have made love
about once a week since the
day we were married -- yes,
about 2,800 times. Is there any
correlation between frequency
of sex and lack of apparent
aging? -- FEELS LIKE A KID
IN ARIZONA
DEAR KID: From everything I have read, regular cardiovascular exercise, lack of
stress and a happy marriage
contribute to a couple's health
and well-being. Because a
healthy sex life falls into all
three categories, I think you're
onto something.
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This deal occurred in a match
between Canada and Mexico, and
features a brilliant delensise play by
Miguel Reygadas of Mexico, who
held the West hand.
The Canadian North-South pair
reached four hearts as shown. As
played by them. North's notrump
response was arcing for one round,
and South's IS%0-heart rebid guaranteed at least a six-card suit.
Reygadas led his singleton club,
taken by dummy's ace. Because
declarer couldn't allied to play
trumps before doing something

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

about his three spade losers, his next
move was a kiss diamond to the king.
Reygadas took the king with the
ace, led a low spade to l'ast's ace and
Toffed the club return. 11 was the third
trick lie the defense. Ile then exited
with a diamond to dummy's queen.
After discarding the 10-4 of spades
on the Q-1 of diamonds, declarer
next led the heart ten and, when Last
1.
0110Wed 1114%, finessed the queen.
Since the heart finesse succeeded
and the jack and king of hearts were
about to fall under the ace on the next
round, it might seem that South was
sure to take the rest of the tncks. But
a funny thing happened on the way to
making the contract.
Visualizing perfectly what was
about to take place. Reygadas
refused to make life easy for
declarer. When the heart ten was led
to South's queen, he played his jack
instead of woodenly following with
the four.
Declarer cannot really be blamed
tbr what happened next. To him it
appeared, naturally enough, that
West had no more trumps, which in
turn meant that a second finesse
would be necessary to trap last's
"marked- K-4 of hearts. But when
declarer tried to cross to dummy with
a club to repeat the finesse, Reygadas
trumped with the four of hearts, and
the seemingly certain contract went
down one.

Tomorrow: Like taking candy from a baby.
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44 Spiral
46 Call — quits
48 Old Roman
road
49 Find the answer
50 Take a tumble
52 Mellows
54 Half of zwei
55 Sis and bro
56 Mar a car
57 Weird

1 Sheep sound
4 Rules
8 FedEx trucks
12 Big Ten team
13 Klutz's cry
(hyph )
14 Circus routines
15 New shoot
17 Acorns.
in maturity
19 Not she
20 Examine
21 Highest point
23 Battery sz
24 Ogled
26 Candied item
29 Something
extra
30 "Fancy" singer
31 Mitts
33 Genetic copies
35 Gael republic
36 Ms Jong
37 Teahouse attire
38 Awoke (2 wds )
40 Pt of speech
42 Yummy nut
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10 Ultimate degree
11 Compass pt
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18 Moppet
21 Europa's lover
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30 Baroque style
31 Earth
in combos
32 Rights-movement word
33 Work gang
34 Kindled a fire
36 Come
into view
38 St Louis time
39 Out in frcnt
40 Bright
41 Use the
Ostenzer
43 Runs a fever
45 Tub in the
fridge
46 Unknown
factors
47 — -Pan
49 Mach 2 flier
51 UPS unit
53 Space width
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Not A Pretty Picture
LADY LAKERS,
LADY MARSHALS
DON'T DELIVER
MASTERPIECE

TIM MACALLIS TER special to the Ledge
Murray guard Haley Armstrong assesses the situation
from the three-point line in the Lady Tigers' 47-32
win over St. Mary on Saturday. Armstrong scored
eight points as Murray picked up its fifth consecutive
win.

Going is good
for Lady Tigers
MHS GIRLS PICK UP FIFTH
STRAIGHT WIN OVER WEEKEND
By nm 'ARMORER
Special To The Ledger
The Lady Tigers started slow but ended strong in a 4732 win over St. Mary Saturday.
The team picked up their fifth straight win including
three regional wins over Lone Oak, Paducah Tilghman and
St. Mary.
In the early going it seemed as though the Lady Tigers
had a hangover from the Paducah Tilghman win on Wednesday. The Lady Vikings started the game with a 6-0 run.
St. Mary sophomore Sarah Hendley had the hot hand in
the early going, scoring eight of the first ten points for
the Lady Vikings.
Junior Emily Benson got the Lady Tigers on the board
in the early going with two three pointers. Her second
three cut the lead to two and freshman Shelby Crouch
tied the game at eight on a steal and score.
II See LADY TIGERS,2B
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MURRAY HIGH PUTS PRESSURE ON
VIKINGS TO WIN THIRD STRAIGHT
By UM MACAWS=
Special To The Ledger
The Murray Tigers got their third straight win Saturday
against St. Mary 59-47.
This came after winning the consolation championship
in the Roy's Bar-B-Q/First Southern National Bank Classic on Wednesday. They did it without senior point guard
Blake Darnall who was sidelined with an injury to his
shooting wrist.
Murray used a big first quarter to take down the St.
Mary Vikings. Similar to their performance against Logan
County. the Tigers utilized a pressure defense which forced
three turnovers in the early going. The three turnovers
•See TIGERS,28
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TIM MACALLISTER / Special to the Ledger
Murray guard Cole Hurt looks for a teammate as he
is pinned close to the sideline by two St. Mary
defenders Saturday night. Hurt scored 23 points as
the Tigers escaped St. Mary 59-47 in their second
home game of the season.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. -- Even
Picasso turned a dud every now and
then.
First Region basketball fans have
come to expect masterpieces every
time Marshall County and Calloway
County take the floor together. but
the two region frontrunners didn't
deliver the normally frantic, downto-the-wire affairs that have become
so commonplace on Saturday.
After a 67-66 overtime epic at
the BB&T Bank Holiday Classic in
December. Calloway failed to equal
even half of its point total from that
contest.
On a night in which offense came
at a premium for both teams, the
Lady Lakers didn't reach 20 points
until the fourth quarter, as the Lady
Marshals sent their season mark to
2-0 against Calloway with a 43-29
victory at Reed-Conder Gymnasium.
Despite the Lady Lakers' offensive ineptitude, they remained in the
game until Marshall effectively
silenced all comeback hopes with a
9-0 run halfway through the fourth
quarter. Calloway trailed by just
seven points going into the fourth
at 26-19.
Calloway shot 27 percent. got
just seven points on 3 of 15 shooting from senior standout Kayla Cunningham and failed to hit a single
three-pointer on the night.
"We had missed opportunities,
plain and simple,- said Calloway
head coach Scott Sivills. "We went
to the basket weak a lot of times,
they had a lot of deflections on our
post people going up and our defense
was poor at times. We're a better
team than this and we'll go back to
the drawing board,'
The slow-paced, halfcoun game
bore no resemblance to the highscoring, up-and-down-the-floor pie.
Christmasshootout. In that game.
•See LADY LAKERS,28

4n bow
Snows RD
School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray
Comm Christian

Dist(Own")
2-0(11-3)
1-1 (8-4)
01(8-4)
0-1 (6-4)

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Calloway County forward Kayla Cunningham is surrounded by Marshall County
defenders as she attempts to post up eariy in Saturday's game. The Lady Lakers
fell to Marshall 43-29 as Cunningham managed seven points.

One Step
Ahead
MARSHALL COUNTY GETS FOOTING IN

DISTRICT STANDINGS WITH WIN OVER CCHS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky.
Bruce Lane has been around
4th District basketball long
enough to know how things
sometimes go at Marshall County.
Playing in front of a packed
house at Reed-Conder Gymnasium Saturday night, his Lakers balked at the chance to
prove themselves as a frontrunner for a region title. losing
65-56 to a Marshall club that
always seemed to be one step
ahead down the stretch.
"They just made big plays
when they had to." Lane said
of the Marshals, who take the
early upper hand in the district
with a 1-0 record. "They made
baskets and we couldn't. They
got every loose ball. It just
seems like that's the way it
goes over here sometimes. They
just made plays and we didn't
down the stretch.Most of those plays were
made by senior guard Scott
McKenty, who ran up 29 points
while pulling down 10 rebounds
and making an early statement
for First Region Player of the
Year honors. McKenty and forward Denver Seay sparked the
Marshals to a 9-2 run to start

!1.5/41

4m BRUNT
Simms fill

Dist(Overall)
School
1-0(10.3)
Marshall County
Murray
0-0(B-2)
Calloway Co
1-1(8-3)
0-1 (1-7)
Comm Christian
the fourth quarter that all but
sealed the game, giving Marshall a 52-38 advantage.
"That hurt us.- Lane said.
"McKenty may be the best player in the region. He's very hard
to guard and keep out of the
lane. He uses his body well to
draw contact and he's just hard
to do anything with."
In a game that was otherwise fairly even statistically, the
difference came at the free throw
line. Marshall got to the charity stripe 35 times compared
to 19 for Calloway. Still, the
Marshals struggled to take
advantage, connecting on just
18 of those shots and missing
nine consecutive at one point.
"We play Calloway that way
10 times, shoot free throws like
that and that may be the only
time out of 10 we beat them."
said Marshall head coach Gus
Gillespie. "Against a team like
that, you've got to he able to
knock your shots down."

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Calloway County center Tyrrell Willis gets an open look
at the basket dunng the Lakers' 65-56 loss at Marshall
County on Saturday. Neither team shot well and both
squads struggled from the free throw line.
The Lakers couldn't pull
themselves out of a mini-slump
that has plagued the team's
shooters after a blazing start to
the season. Calloway shot just
35 percent from the field in
their Murray Bank Holiday Classic championship loss to Birm-

ingham Woodlawn and managed just 42 percent against the
Marshals.
Calloway connected on just
3 of 13 from beyond the threepoint arc while usually potent
outside threats Brock Simmons
•See LAKERS, 2B
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•Lady Lakers
Front Page 1B
the Lady Lida:1h gut four threepointers from freshman Karlee
Wilson and hit 20 of 23 free
throws.
This time around. scoring
from anyone other than sophomore forward Averee Fields,
who notched a game-high 17
points, was virtually non-existent and Calloway went 5-for1 from the free-throw line.
"I think that's pan of the
district pressure," said Marshall County head coach
Howard Beth. "The intensity
was much greater in this game
and we didn't put them on the
foul line — that was the big
thing. We also tried to get on
our their guards and not give
them any open looks from the
outside."
Calloway was an ineffective

pair of three-point plays.
But that was too little, too
late for Calloway. After taking a 16-12 lead into halftime.
Marshall went on a 10-2 to
run to start the third •quarter.
giving them their largest lead
of the game at 24-14. Calloway cut the lead as low as
five early in the fourth quarter on a Cunningham putback,
but from there, Marshall scored
the game's next nine points.
Marshall County standout
and Murray State signee Jessica Holder paced the orange
and blue with a double-double, scoring 14 points and grabbing 12 rebounds. Marshall also
got nine points and 10 boards
from post player Hannah Ellis.
But for Beth. it was his
team's halfcoun defense that
made the difference.

"Margaret (Thomas) collapsed in on Kayla early in
the ballgame when Kayla was
trying to post, penetrated and
got in as quick as the basketball did, rather than Kayla having time to make a move and
get in any kind of rhythm.'
he said. "You don't give them
rhythm early that can carry
over throughout the game."
Calloway Co
Marshall Co

5
9

7
7

7 10 - 29
10 17 — 43

Calloway Co. (8-4) — Fields 17 K
Cunningham 7 A Cunningham 4 Wilson
1
FG: 12-44 3-pt: 0-5 FT: 5-11
Rebounds: 22 Turnovers: 13 Fouls,
13
Marshall Co.(113)— Holder 14 Ellis 9
Gilland 8, Thomas 6, Bohannon 4, Tabor
2
FT: 5-6
FG: 18-43 3-pt: 2-7
Rebounds: 39 Turnovers: 19 Fouls:
12

•Tigers
The Vikings' senior guard Blake AverFrom Page 1B
turned into Muiray points and with 2 ill made two layups to start the third
minutes 28 seconds left in the first quar- quarter and pull his team within 13 but
Murray would have another answer. Hurt
ter the Tigers led 12-2.
The Vikings senior center Damn Smith made his first three of the night and
broke -the six minute drought on his layup Jones' post move resulted in another two
with :two minutes to go in the first quar- points for the Tigers. The teams went
ter. larvae Langford a junior guard for back and forth throughout the third. Averthe Tigers had the answer just moments ill and Smith made layups for the Vikings
later, knocking down a I5-foot jump shot. but Hurt tacked on two more of his game
At the end of the first quarter his team high 23 points. Averill hit a three and
had a commanding lead over St. Mary. Jones answered with a layup.
"You don't want to give a team con14-4.:
The Tigers kept the intensity up in the fidence." Tiger head coach Ron Greene
fourth quarter but the Vikings would not said. "We gave them a little and they
back down and started to hit shots. St. started knocking down shots."
Hurt buried his second three of the
Mary senior Alex Farrell hit a runner and
Smith hit a free throw and jumper. The game just before the end of the third
Tigers'hit four free throws in the same quarter making the score 44-29 going into
stretch and kept a nine point lead. Senior the fourth quarter. Despite outscoring the
Tiger Chastin Sheppard made a drop step Tigers in the third quarter the Vikings
layup to make it a double digit lead once continued to trail by double digits.
The fourth quarter continued much the
again 20-9.
St. Mary would cut the lead to seven same as the third left off. St. Mary could
with three minutes left in the first half not cut the lead to single digits for the
but would come no closer. A 10-0 run extent of the fourth quarter. The Tigers
ensued for the Tigers with contributions got minutes from eight different players
from Sheppard, sophomore Mane Foster in the fourth en route to their 59-47 win.
St. Mary got little contribution outside
and seniors Aaron Jones and Cole Hurt.
Murray went into the locker room lead- of two players in the fourth quarter or
the other three. Smith and Averill carried
ing 30-13.
the team, Smith with 19 points, seven

rebounds and Avert!! with 17 points. The
remainder of the team scored just II
points.
Hurt led the way for the Tigers with
22 but Jones also put up 18 points in
the low block. Greene dipped deeper into
his bench Saturday, several players with
little game experience played valuable
minutes for Murray.
"You know it can be a stepping stone,"
Greene said. "If we can hang on and get
some wins down the stretch maybe we
can rest our starters a little more. In the
old days when Rupp played five, I don't
think the game was as fast.
"We've got the meat of our schedule
starting next week and if we can hang
on and get some wins it will be good
for us. It's a dog fight with Blake but
even more without him."
The Tigers travel to Community Christian Tuesday, game time is 7:30 p.m.
14 16 14 15 — 59
4 9 16 18 —
47

Murray
St Mary

Murray High (8-2) Hurt 23, Jones 18 Sheppard 8.
Fields 2. Langford 6. Foster 2
P0:14-26 3-pt: 4-10 FT: 19-32 Rebounds: 41
Turnovers: 14. Fouls: 14
St. Mary (8-7) Avenil 17 Smith 19, Blackwell 3 Love 2,
Farrell 2, Thompson 3, Gotland 1
FG: 17-38 3-pt: 2-12 FT: 4-8 Rebounds: 38
Turnovers: 26 Fouls: 22

•Lady Tigers
From Page 1B
After Hendley made another layup Murray sophomore
Amanda Winchester hit a layup
to tie and a free throw to give
the Lady Tigers their first lead
of the game. With just over a
minute remaining in the first
quarter freshman Haley Armstrong hit a three pointer. At
the end of the first Murray
had a four point lead 14-10.
They carried their momentum and 4-0 run into the second quarter. Crouch got three
points the old fashioned way
and Armstrong hit a floater.
Half way into the second quarter the Lady Tigers had capped
an 11-0 run and led 21-10.
The Lady Vikings didn't go
away though and had an 8-2
run in three minutes to end
the first half down just five,
23-18.
"I thought we came out
lackadaisical," Lady Tiger head
coach Rechelle Turner said. "I
kind, of expected it but I was

2E"IN CPA I2

C
on the inside as they were outside. Cunningham was unable
to establish a post presence
against the Lady Marshals' collapsing defense. leading Sivills
to call for more from his senior Murray State signee.
"I expect more out of Kayla
than anybody on the floor," he
said. "She has to step up from
a leadership standpoint. She
has to step up her offensive
mentality, she has to run the
floor better and she has to step
it up defensively."
Fields provided most of the
bright spots for Calloway, grabbing 11 rebounds in addition
to her 17 points and notching
six steals, while taking the
game into her own hands late
in the fourth quarter on a couple of coast-to-coast drives to
the basket that resulted in a

hoping we would come out
with the same intensity as
Wednesday. I thought we came
in and made some adjustments
at halftime that really helped
us."
The adjustments were evident in the third quarter. The
Lady Tigers jumped on St.
Mary. Murray forced seven
turnovers in just the third quarter. A full court press put pressure on the Lady Vikings and
Murray just kept coming. In
the third quarter St. Mary was
held without a score for almost
the entire quarter. Armstrong
had five points in the third
while Crouch tallied three and
senior Stacey McClure and Winchester had two apiece.
It wasn't until there was
just eight seconds remaining
in the third quarter that the
Lady Vikings scored. It ended
the 10-0 run which spanned
the entire quarter for the Lady
Tigers.
"At halftime we talked about

the necessity to play with a
sense of urgency,- Turner said.
"1 feel like we hit full stride
in the third quarter because
when you are struggling to score
you have to turn your defense
into offense."
After holding St. Mary to
just two points in the third
quarter. Murray started to insulate their lead. Benson hit another three and Crouch hit two
free throws with 6 minutes 20
seconds left which gave the
Lady Tigers a 20 point lead.
The Lady Vikings were not
able to recover. Despite cutting the lead to 15 several
times they could not stop Murray from scoring. The Lady
Tigers escaped with a 47-32
win over the Lady Vikings.
Murray was led in scoring
and rebounding by Shelby
Crouch with 14 points and nine
rebounds on the night. This
was despite a poor shooting
percentage for the freshman.
"Shelby's biggest obstacle

is the six inches between her
ears," Coach Turner said. "If
she can get over that she'll be
fine."
St. Mary was led by sophomore Peyton Vaughn who
scored a game high 16 points.
-We have a huge week ahead
of us starting with Community Christian Tuesday," Turner
said. "We have to work on
our spacing between now and
then because we will face a
zone. And there are two ways
to beat a zone, knock down
shots and get turnovers that
allow you to get points so you
have to play against it."
Murray
St. Mary

14 9 10 14 — 47
10 8 2 12 —
32

Murray High (8-4) Dieleman 2, Benson
9. Armstong 8, Sheloy Crouch 14, Sarah
Crouch 2. McClure 4. Winchester 5.
Penny 1. Claywell 2
FG: 12-28 3-pt: 4-8 FT: 7-14
Turnovers: 13 Fouls: 11
St. Mary (5-6) Vaughn 16 Cochran 2,
Tincher 4 Nendley 10
FG: 6-22 3-pt: 2-9 FT: 4-9 Turnovers:
17 Fouls: 1()

Mold Fungi & Decay Fungi can cause serious damage to your
home not to mention hlalth problems for you & your family.
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939 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray • (270)753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
www.servallpestcalstrol.com

Haverstocasurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St Murray KY .753-3415
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCOREBOARD
Bowl Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
Thursday, Jan 1
Outback Bowl
At Tampa, Fla.
Payout: 13.2 million
Iowa 31 South Carolin 10
Capital One Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.
Payout: 14.25 million
Georgia 24 Michigan State 12
Gator Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla,
Payout: $2.5 million
Nebraska 26 Clemson 21
Rose Bowl
Al Pasadena, Calif.
Payout: $17
Southern Cu) 38 Penn State 24
Orange Bowl
At Miami
Payout: $17 million
Virginia Tech 20, Cincinnati 7
-Friday, Jan. 2
Cotton Bowl
At Da!las
Payout: $3 million
Mississippi 47 Texas Tech 34 Liberty
Bowl
At Memphis, Tenn.
Payout: 11 8 million

Kentucky 25 East Carolina 19
Sugar Bowl
Al New Orleans
Payout $17 million
Utah 31 Alarlan. 1
Saturday. Jan 3
International Bowl
At Toronto
Payout: $750,000
Connecticut 38 Buffalo 20
Monday. Jan. 5
Fiesta Bowl
At Glendale, Ariz_
Payout: $17 million
Texas (11-1) vs Ohio Stale (10-2), 730
pm (FOX)
--Tuesday, Jan. 6
GMAC Bowl
Mobile, Ala.
Payout: $750,000
Tulsa (10-31 vs Ball State (12-1), 7 p m
(ESPNI
-- —
Thursday, Jan.
Championship
National
BCS
At Miami
Payout: $17 million
Florida (12-1) vs Oklahoma 112-11 7
p (FOX)

COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP

UK gets Louisville's best shot
SOSAIS GAMEWINNER DOES IN
WILDCATS
By WIU. GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
In the midst of a season on
the verge of spinning out of
control, Louisville coach Rick
Pitino told enigmatic point guard
Edgar Sosa maybe it would be
best if the talented but troubled junior got a fresh start somewhere else.
Sosa told Pitino he just needed one more last chance in a
career full of last chances. On
Sunday, he backed it up with
the biggest shot of his life.
Sosa's 25-footer with 2.8 seconds remaining lifted the 18thranked Cardinals to a 74-71
victory over archrival Kentucky
and lifted the weight of great
expectations off Sosa's slender
shoulders.
"I know that I can play this
game and I know of the things
I'm capable of doing on the
court," Sosa said after scoring
a season-high 18 points. "Many
people may think that'Sosa don't
got it no more' or that freshman year was just a fluke. But
I know what I can do. It hasn't shown in the first half of
the season, but hopefully it'll
show in the second half."
It's a second half that suddenly looks full of possibility
for the Cardinals (9-3), one of

the nation's biggest early season disappointments after losses to Western Kentucky, Minnesota and UNLV sent them tumbling from their lofty No. 3
preseason ranking.
Kentucky (11-4) nearly sent
the Cardinals out of the polls
entirely after a miraculous rally
in the final 51 seconds.
Louisville seemed in control
after Sosa made two free throws
to give the Cardinals a 71-64
lead.
Kentucky's Jodie Meeks
scored seven straight points on
five free throws and a layup
— thanks to two careless
turnovers by Louisville's Earl
Clark — to tie the game at 71
with 23 seconds left.
The Cardinals inbounded to
Sosa, who dribbled calmly over
halfcoun and waited for the clock
to wind down. When it got to
6 seconds, he took two dribbles toward the basket and
pulled up over Kentucky's
Michael Porter. The shot was.
good all the way as Freedom
Hall erupted.
Porter's last-second heave
from 40 feet was off the mark,
letting Louisville escape with
its first home win over the
Wildcats since 2002.
"I knew Sosa wasn't going
to pass it," Kentucky coach
Billy Gillispie said. "When you
think about the entire possession and you get your choice
of a 24-foot shot with no passes, you take your chances."

•Lakers
From Page 1B
and Shawn Thompson went a
combined 0-for-6 from three.
"We probably do (need a
little more out of Brock)," Lane
said. "One thing you can't forget is that he is just a sophomore and this is a big stage
for him and our other sophomores as well. We'll bounce
back.Senior forward George Garner notched a double-double
with 21 points and II rebounds,
while also seeing some time
,It point guard. Gamer was the
inly Laker to reach double
,figits on the night, but Calloway got seven points from
Chris Dobbins and Tyrrell Willis
and six from Austin Lilly and
Derek Solomon.
Marshall shot lights out to
begin the game, jumping out
to a 20-11 lead behind six
first-quarter points from inside
threat Jamie Dowdy, who finished the game with 14 points
and nine rebounds.
Calloway roared back in the
second, going on an 8-2 run
to start the quarter and stifling
the Marshals defensively to cut
the lead to two going into halftime.
The Lakers took their first
lead of the game early in the
third quarter on a Joseph Kelly
three-point play, but Marshall
responded with an 11-2 run.
sparked by nine points from
McKenty. Calloway pulled
within five again late in the third
on a three-pointer from Lilly,
but that was as close as the
Lakers would get.
"When two good learns get
together and it's a district clash,
it's not going to be the pret-

tiest game a lot of times,"
Lane said. "We missed some
easy shots, they missed a bunch
of free throws and so did we.
We've just got to get back to
work Monday."
Calloway Co
Marshall Co

11 12 15 18 — 56
20 5 18 22 — 65

Calloway Co. (8-3) — Gamer 21,
Dobbins 7, Mks 7 Lilly 6, Solomon 6,
Thompson 4, Kelly 3 Simmons 2
FG: 21-50 3-pt: 3-13 FT: 11-19
Rebounds: 36 Turnovers: 16 Fouls:
27
Marshall Co. (10-3) — McKenty 29.
Dowdy 14 Wilson 10 Seay 7 Clark 4,
Edwards 1
FG: 21-49 3-pt: 5-15 FT: 18-35
Rebounds: 37 Turnovers: 13 Fouls:

loiter
torkicky*wore 4Y10sove cia you:olio r",
confoct us kidOY'
606 IIMS se.* 7534642

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7:15 p.m.
FOX — Fiesta Bowl Texas vs Ohio
St at Glendale Ariz
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Georgetown at Notre Dame
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS — Pittsburgh at NV
Rangers
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m
ESPN2 — Texas at Purdue

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5:15 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM — Murray State
women at UT Martin
7 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 FM - Murray State
at UT Martin
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
5:15 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM-- Fiesta Bowl
Texas vs Ohio State
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The Honorable Larry Elkins,
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Honorable William Marcum,
Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the t'alloway County Fiscal Court

FINE FREE WEEK

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles,

Independent Auditoria-el/rail
We )1Rve

audited the accompanying statement of rev-

enues. expenditures, and excess fees - regulatory
basis of the Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky.
for the year ended December 31, 2007 This financial
statement is the responsibility of the Shenff. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on this financial statement based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditor.
standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. the standards applicable to financial
audits contained in Quyernment Auclituor Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States, and the Audit Guide for County Fee Offfragla
issued by the Auditor of Public Accounts.
Commonwealth of Kentucky Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statement is free of matenal misstatement An audit
Includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statement An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management. as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion

Overdue books, tapes, DVD's,
CD's or any other materials from
Calloway County Public Library
that are put into the library drop
box between 8:00 a.m. Monday,
January 5, 2009 and 8:00 a.m.
Monday, January 12, 2009 will
not be charged fines.

As descnbed in Note 1, the Sheriff's office prepares
the financial statement on a regulatory basis of
accounting that demonstrates compliance with the
laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America

anie Brand
DiSCOUllt Shoes
800$.4th at-

In our opinion, the financial statement referred to
above presents fairly in all material respects, the
revenues. expenditures, and excess fees of the
Sheriff for the year ended December 31, 2007.10 conformity with the regulatory basis of accounting
described in Note 1

pairs of ladies
'shoos 4159.99

The schedule of excess of liabilities over amets to
presented for purposes of additional analysis and is
not a required part of the financial statement Such
information has been subjected to auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statement
and. in our opinion. is fairly stated, in all material
respects. in relation to the financial statement taken
as a whole
lb the People of Kentucky
Honorable Steven Beshean Governor
Jonathan Miller, Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Honorable Larry Elkins,
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Honorable William Marcum,
Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

IndeuendentAlidlier1a_Repuil
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's
Settlement -2007 Taxes for the period April 21,2007
through April 21, 2008. This tax settlement is the
responsibility of the Calloway County Sheriff. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of
America, the standards applicable to financial
audits contained in kittagmmdiA.Aluktaxigatandardp
issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States and the Audit Guide for Sheriff's TIM
Settlecnents issued by the Auditor of Public
Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statement is free of material misstatement
An audit includes examining im a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statement An audit alsu, includes assessing
the accounting pnnciples used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion
As described in Note 1, the Sheriff's office prepares
the financial statement on a prescribed basis of
accounting that demonstrates compliance with the
modified cash basis which is a comprehensive basis
of accounting other than accounting principles gin
erally accepted in the United States of America

Ladies boots &
witittratbfetics-5141.99

Men's wait books
329.99-439:99

TEXAS HOLD 'Eh!
IQURREY
Saturday, January 17,
2009
Knights of ColumbusMurray KY
270-752-3333
$100 Buyin/$2500 1st
Place/Top 10 Paid
MPH

When accessing the
. section
"help wanted"
on our classifieds
webpage at
muirayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job

LOST 2001 Ford
Ranger. gold.
(270)328-8321 2939114
060
Ms Waled
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL time position
available for busy docSend
office.
tor's
resume to P.O. Box
KY
Murray,
205,
42071.
ELECTRICIAN PAID
Salary
TRAINING,
30
medical/dental,
days sac/yr. $ for
school. more No exp
HS grad,
needed
ages 17-34. Call Mon
Fri1-800-777-6289

IMMEDIATE OPENNGS. full-time, training
provided, must be
pay
dependable.
hourly rate and bonuses. Apply in person
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)

GET THIS
Ix'
AD FOR

queialons regarding
the Murray area
jots listings Thank you.

140
Wait to Buy

$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
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201 S. 3rd • Murray, Kb 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*
COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
rorkopF-rrhvF poaFs

CASH paid for
g000. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murray

USED motor oil pick
up. Drum exchange
270-436-2215

co

their activities.

ThelPlace to Start....
Murray Ledger & Time
(270)753-1916

21 $6,00 a.week

13-week contract --Runs on Monday
32)
Apartments For Rant

20
Aosdrionts For Aare

313R. 2BA duplex.
appliances furnished,
nice, 50 Welch Dr.
$495.00 + deposit.
2BR. 2BA townhouse,
appliances furnished
$475.00 deposit
(2701345-2777

BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel All new
appliances provided
including w/d. Super
nice with large deck
Water, sewer, trash
and all electric includplus
$550ano
ed
deposit. No lease
required No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211

METAL carport,
24'x24'. $700.00 Dan
293-1437
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
iowest prices, locally
awned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
270175 3-7567
WIZARD Of
SPORTGARD
502 Meant St.

Soy •SO • Tilde
• Soorkames • Magic
• Cornes• Pours
• 851%:16 • SlasPitt

Fad

15 403.4330

Technician

years experience in laboratory Or managerial setting College aegree
,referred
EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE,
•Health - dental - vision - supplemental insurance
.9 Paid holidays
•401K

Vacation
'his is a full time position with a fast growing company
Please send resume to
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Or
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatuckeramypgroupint.com

-OWNER Finance**
No credit check.
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake 213 Primrose.
New Concord, KY.
$1.500
$34.900.,
down. Call Rothe
270-753-2222.

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1996 Waverlee 16x80
3BR, 2BA extra nice
270-489-2525

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Exi 283

group INTEPNATIONAL. INC
A local manufacturing facility is looking for an individual to work in the
!ally operation of a lab. Candidate must be SUPER organized. very
.rofessional, able to process essential paperwork, ability to multi task
'rid demand details

FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(6181841-0635

k

1 I

2x

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

MVP
Lab

(all Jill 'Itephen,
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Appliances

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers it
sources reliable, but
d
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this information dc
so at their own risk
,
person,
Although
and companies men
boned herein arc
believed to be rep
utable, The Murra
Ledger & Times, noF
,
any of its employee!
accept any responsi
bility whatsoever tor

.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

FIREWOOD
293-2487

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repars.Upgrades
759.3556

27n1st-i111

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

ou are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B ('all me for more information

DISCLAIMER

the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you base any

050
Lost and Found

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

listings will appear sin
this websiie
However, as a national
websiie net all listing,
on the Johneiw ork ciuoi
are placed through

Men's athletics &
dress shoes s24.99
_ •

In our opinion the accompanying financial statement referred to above presents fairly, in all matenal respects, the Calloway County Sheriff's taxes
charged. credited, and paid for the period April 21.
2007 through April it, 2008. in conformity with the
modified cash basis of accounting

Pursuant to KRS
359.230 items stored
in unit 3. unit 10 and
unit 19 of Penny MiniStorage will be sold at
auction 4PM. Jan 8.
2009. Auction on site
at storage units, 19
Coleman Trail, Murray,
KY

- PREPLANNING 'Dallas Willoughby
Pm-Arrangement Specialist

INSURANCE

400ns Furnishings
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866
320
Apsersints For Rent

O:Tice Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m._6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
CI

1 & 2 bedroom Apts

to
available. Walk
MSU. Laundry onsde.
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 Bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
W/D. No pets.
(270)436-2524 Cell
1270)293-6906

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built

1 BR apt. various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR upstairs, all utilifurnished, apt
ties
mostly furnished. $400
monthly 270-293-4065
OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PFTS'

1*

Don't Be A

1

1BR & 2BR apartments
wadable Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR Bnck. Carport. no
pets $335 00/mo
293-6070
1BR
Dr.
Brooklyn
$325
1BR near University
$225
753-5992
2BR 2 bath, 2 blocks
front MSU w/d hookup, no pets $395 per
deposit
&
month
References required
759-3050 or 492-8069
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR, newly remod-

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

One and Two Bedmom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

eled. C/H/A, no pets.
Located on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co. $600 per month for
two. $675 for three
270-293-3710.
270-2934602
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LEDGER&TRIFS:0
It

I Home Delivery
Local Mail
Jrkk
I 3 tno...---$30.00
$35.00
mo.
I 6 mo.
$63.00
I 1 yr.....----$105.0o 6 mu.
5110.00
1 yr.

a

Rest of KY/TN
Bettiansal

3 mo...............$70.50
6 mo.
$90.00
1
Check

All Other %tail
Subscriptions
$75.1141
3 mu.
S96.00
6 mu.
5145.09
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

Name
St. Addres,
City
State
Daytime Ph
Mail thy= coupon with pt'.Stunt
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
ir call 12701 753-1916
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CLASSIFIEDS

4B • ‘11unday, Januar, 5, 2009

Calhoon Construction,Lic

NEON IIIACN
MINI-STORAU
•All Size Unita
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

FREELicensed
FREE
Esninates and Insured Estllnales
liCoartructoo;
'Lammeda Ky and

2747044.AND,32.40,
460

L
360
kpartirents For Agra
_
IBA
2BR
HPICK
Jupies in quiet residenneighborhood
tial
Close to school and
nospeal W/D. C/H/A,
9arage out building.
backyard,
spacious
and 1.200 sq 11 semifinished upstairs Short
term lease available.
$650 plus $400 depose
moves you in 607 Elm
St.. Murray. Available
1/05/09. 293-2797.
1 BA, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE NEAR
ONE
HOSPITAL,
YEAR LEASE HARDFLOORS.
WOOD
$325
226-8006
apt.
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled,
Street.
Chestnut
$675/mo.
Includes
and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
LARGE. very nice 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo.
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085.
NICE 2BR Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr.
$475.00/nio. 75:3-' 5992
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-600-648-6056
NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms;
unfurnished ($350)
and newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave). All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Availabilities in
December and
January. 759-5885 or
293-7085
SMALL 1 BR apt.
Available Dec. 3rd.
Water paid. $265 per
month. No pets. One
person only 753-5980.
i elate, partntent•

see

GaC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Mau(270) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
ant S.&
1611.$25 liziS Kb

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

in Riverfield
Estates.
Mato Jennings

*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Sale & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

3 BR, C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets.
1116 Fairlane. $750
per month 293-3710,
293-4602
3 BR, very nice.
Coleman RE
753-9898
38R, 1BA with garage,
C/H/A in Hazel. $550
per month plus last
security.
&
month
References required.
978-7441
38R. 2BA, garage.
newly remodeled. near
Hazel No pets. good
references a must
$500 monthly plus
deposit
(770)461-1605
113R, 1BA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit_ 436-5085.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

411 sizes to
fit ,our needs
ocated by
rogg.‘ radio station

76-

59 7

-

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536.

Owner financing available 1704 Melrose
24hr recomed information. 800- 968-2789-ex!
2031. cebhomes COM
Direct line
270-804-1655

Fast Cash Offer
Stop Fog eelosure
7.61-HOME
Coinnorkal Prop. For Rot

Small offices and
office suites available
Adiacent to MSU
$200 and up. Including
restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & mute. Century.
21 Barger FIE.
270-247-2421

R

s Supplies

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
CKC,10
MALTESE
wk.. female, $400
(270)227-7129
MASTIFF puppies,
CKC, beautiful fawn.
ready 1/12/09, shots,
parents on site. $650.
753-3113 or 293-7777

Horse Hay
$3.50 per bale.
Clean grass hay,
slightly over ripe.
(270)559-1900
Leave message.

CHAVIS REAL

USED TIR

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTIC Insulation blown
in Stan saving energy
cost now Damn
293 1924

'BARRY JAMES

•

•
L&M •
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing; listanitining,
Katttkitagarg4
'aseinitryi
teat
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERR FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534918

753-9562

further assistance VII1r1 [Alf
Housing Advertising re,),,t,ru
eI
tnent, konta,t NA S e•Aii,
1001
Reny r

var. ••••••••
frerr•

Name

Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood. Insured
489-2839

scocunicr GUTTER
I,
CLEAmNG

Phone

ary size h0060
11120 or teas
Weed time only

am asu-arra

Nly. 51,1

Mowing. leaf mulch.

gutter deaning,
repairs, painting, etc.
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

Publication Date: 1/23/09
Deadline to submit photo and
information: 1/19/09 at 5PM

October 20, 2008• bib 13oz • 20- lone
Came Stephenson & Carlos Aguero Jr.

GOB, -.ier..-sng

(Artwork will be in color)

Send $10 payment, photo & form to:

Murray Ledger & Times Babies of 2008
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

\

week4 & ipecial pick
•locally owned/operated

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs . 436-2228.

l• 2tk

Swann Oftwod

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Associated Press Writer

tmdc-

All jobs - big or small

For

Parents•

FUTRELL'S Tree

16 uich.

24 woust soma
Res.. Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured

We will kIkIWIngl,‘ accept ant
adeertning tor real estate wisi.n
is not in situation in the law 511
persons are he'el's intorrned
that all dwellings ads erte.ed an.
availahk on an euua: opportu
nits ha-as

Complete

wv„it

(270)-227-9212

Date of Birth
Weight
Length:
Name of

Amaral!!

Handyman &
home repairs
for all home
improvements.
(270) 994-5579

NEW YORK (AP) - Jack
Black may have been schooled
Starting at S20
in rock, but now he'd like to
mounted
sing at the Grand Ole Opry with
Call 753-5606 wife Tanya Haden's family, who
recently turned him on to blue90-GAL fuel tank
w/tool-box. 20k. 5th
grass music.
wheel & gooseneck
The 39-year-old actor-musicomb Super duty tow
energetically sings the tracian
ig.
flap.
rear
bar, full
ditional tune "Old Joe Clark" on
alum aero wing
293-5286
father-in-law Charlie Haden's
CD
Grammy-nominated
490
"Rambling Boy."
"I wasn't sure what to expect
Chevy
While.
03
because I haven't recorded or
Impala LS, 103,000
miles, loaded. lots of really sung any old songs like
extras. See at Brinn's. that before, bluegrass style, but
$5,500
it came very naturally and I
753-4797
cranked it out in two takes," said
LHS,
99 Chrysler
Black, who grew up in the Los
white, power sunroof,
heated leather seats, Angeles area. -There was somegarage kept, like new thing in the music that I think
condition, 129k miles, struck a chord in my DNA. I
$5,250 obo. 759-1565
think I've got some hillbilly in
or 210-2533
my roots.... I'm already practic95 Toyota Camry LE,
$3,800 (270)492-8614 ing my square dancing if we
play the Grand Ole Opry."
131:ick, who recently starred in
14.

Since 1986

State law• torbid Je.rimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ed or tactor, in
,
of real ,tate ha
addition to thin.' protectul
under lederal law

NAME OF CHILD

Carlos F
ALL Carpentry
Construction
•Homes -Remodeling
• Decks -Screened
Porches •Garages
*Rotten
•Sagging
Floors 'Termite
Damage •Horne &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

GIRL

BOY

Office: 270-761-6790
CH Phone: 270-978-1007

By CHARLES J. CANS

Hill Electric

ht-re,
All real e.tatc
is sutler, to the Federal Fair
Act, which makes 11
illegal iv ad,ertse an, pry!,
ence linvtation or .11,krrno,
t In bared Off TAO.' 1oior relu
goon. wk. handicap. ianrilial
flier,F1, or national ongin.
uch pieler
heir to make an, ,
, limitations in de. nmina
mice'
non

VARIES OF 2909

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free
estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Ia I

3301 St. Rt 121N
751.8087

:
5.,

'•..1-4.144 • 2..,2'-31)44

Jack Black discovers his country music DNA

ESTATE & AUCTION

Murray Ledger le Times Fair
'lousing .Act Notice

Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour baby born in 2008.

761110MECOM

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime locaton. 753-2905,
293 1480
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice! Great for
antiques, restaurant
retail, etc
270-492-8211

Meet Hie Babies e 2oog!

Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows,
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete arid Repairs

HOME & Lawn

HAY for sale
Rye/ Timothy/ Org. Sr.
Sm. sq. bales $3 00
753-1287

2B13, IBA, attached
garage, C/H/A, appliances, fireplace, laundry room. I/2mile from
$600/month.
MSU.
753-9212

293-7872

Houses!

Livestock & Supplies

_J
2 Of 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109.

BENTON Country
Club
new construction
38R. 2BA, yeivw whitestonecontractors corn
703-7308

New 2-4
Bedroom homes

: \•!;

ill11L7
TcaRent

''OWNER FaienceNo Credit Check
38R IBA newly
remodeled quiet
country setting close
to lake 127 Tearose
New Concord
$59,900. $1.950 down
Call Ruthie
270-753 2222

(278)234N8

(274)436-2524

390

,

ibman

For saie1

Murrio, Ledger & Times

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

A TO B MOVING
Local and
long distance

a
(270) 705-4156
Call Brian

ML Garage Doors
Installation, repair and
maintenance for residential and commercial
door and openers.
Including dock levelers
and dock plates Call
270-293-2357.

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

"Tropic Thunder" and the animated "Rung Fu Panda," had to
be a bit tenacious to land a lastminute supporting role when his
father-in-law brought the nearly
finished mix to their home so he
could hear his wife sing on her
own and as part of the Haden
Triplets, with sisters Rachel and
Petra.
"Tanya's very shy and doesn't
think she can sing, so I wanted
Jack to hear especially how
beautifully she sings 'He's Gone
Away,' which I really had to do
some talking to get her to sing,"
said Charlie Haden, the eminent
modern jazz bassist who
brought his current family
together to perform some of the
old-style country songs he once
sang with his parents and siblings in the popular Haden
Family band in the 1930s and
'40s.
"Old Joe Clark" was originally
intended to be an instrumental.
but Black felt it was "a great
jam" and asked his father-in-law
if there were any lyrics. Haden

hastily arranged a studio session
so Black could add a vocal
track.
"Even though I was already
married to Tanya and we had
kids, when I was invited lobe on
the Haden family album. I finally felt like I was truly part of the
family." said Black, speaking by
cell phone with his wife from
their car outside a Los Angeles
restaurant. "I've always loved
Tanya's family. The whole family has always been kind of a
magical source of mystery."
Black is a self-declared "ham"
Judd
upcoming
whose
Apatow/Harold Ramis biblical
times comedy,"The Year One,"
co-starring Michael Cera, is slated for summer release. His wife,
a cellist and visual artist,
describes herself as "more of a
hermit," and recently completed
an animated short with music by
her sister Petra for the Nick Jr.
children's show "Yo Gabba
Gabba!"
But on the album, Tanya and
her sisters - with their tightly

blended harmonies on the Carter
Family's "Single Girl. Married
Girl" and other songs -- really
stand out among a lineup that
features vocal stars such as
Vince Gill, Elvis Costello, Dan
Tyminski, Ricky Skaggs and
Rosanne Cash.
"We'll just start singing a song
and we'll naturally fall into certain harmonies," said Tanya
Haden."When we were little we
would spend the night at our
grandparents' house on our
morn's side, which was really
fun for us because we'd share a
room and sing in harmony
before we went to bed."
The triplets and brother Josh
- all of whom have been
involved in the indie rock scene
- were largely raised by their
mother, Ellen Haden,a therapist.
after her parents divorced.
Tanya says her mother-whose
parents played classical music in
the Los Angeles Mandolin
Orchestra - helped influence
their musical bent along with her
more well-known father.

!iv Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for moment. You might want to SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
come from a stronger sense of 21)
Tuesday, Jan.6, 2009:
Make it your practice this year well-being. Creativity surges **** Get into work or your
daily routine. How much you can
to view possibilities with an when intellectual conversation
occur. get done could change radically,
brainstorming
and
open mind. Learn to not put peo- Tonight: Get a good night's as many surprising events could
ple, situations or ideas into cate- sleep.
stop you dead in your tracks.
gories. The more fluid your CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Refuse to commit to spending
thinking, the higher your suc- ***** You might want to any money until you are sure of
cess ratio will be. Rely on your- rethink a meeting or what you the wisdom of an idaa. Tonight:
self, as others demonstrate an are going to contribute to this sit- Try to cut work and relax.
unusual changeability. Others uation. Sudden insights take you CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
see you as quite unique and very in a new direction. Keep conver- ***** Let your imagination
Know when to
desirable. If you are single, you sations flowing, understanding and drive merge.
doesn't nix what appears to be a great
might have some surprising what others say. That Where idea if the budget might not be
mean you agree! Tonight:
choices. People will be drawn to the gang is.
stable. Your sense of what works
not
are,
you
who
you because of
can make a difference. Tonight:
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
what you have. If you are **** Accept a budding Brainstorm away. Then go for
attached, open up to your sweet- responsibility, at least for today. some play.
ie, and don't automatically react You also realize your limits and AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
to new energy or different per- understand what others offer. *** Listen to basics. Family
spectives. Be willing to do some Don't give away all your power, and home remain high pnorities,
errands and exchanges different- but see delegating as different even if you would like to concenmatters
other
on
ly. CAPRICORN understands and important. Tonight: Try not to trate
burn the candle at both ends.
more than you think.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out for others.
The Stars Show the Kind of seeking answers. You underDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; stand far more than you realize.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your finances remain a
major preoccupation. Fatigue
could play into you decisionmaking Knowing this, slow
down and take one situation at a
time The unexpected occurs, at
least in your mind. Tonight: Make
sure all the bills are paid.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You are still in the pink.
Your creativity could be stronger.
but your ability to see past the
obvious allows you to step out
way ahead of others. Friends
might surprise you with their
ideas. Listeo and brainstorm.
Tonight: A must appearance.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Say less and listen more.
Bosses do the unexpected, and
you need to roll with the

A brainstorming session opens
many doors. Creativity and
understanding help your day-today life Tonight: Hop on the
computer or find someone to
play Scrabble with.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Look to a more positive event, and worry less about
a lingering problem or issue. You
cannot change what is happening. Display your unique flexibility and ability to see beyond the
obvious Tonight: Return calls.

BORN TODAY
Writer Carl Sandburg (1878).
author Kahlii Gibran (1883),
founder of the Unification Church
Sun Myung Moon (1920)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2009 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds Dogs & Cats
By: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Work with one partner.

Services Include:

especially as you see this person holds all the cards. Being
smart and not bucking the obvious proves to be a great idea.
Observe the results. Creativity
plays a role. but allow others to
test your ideas. Tonight Swap
news with a friend.

*Bathing
Clipping
*Grooming

*Ear Cleaning
•Deticieng
-Nail Tnmming

*Medicated
Baths
*Flea Baths

Call Today For An Appointment

1

(270)753-6749

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others continue to call
the shots, no matter what you
do. Try not to buck the status
quo. accept a quieter role. Your
imagination easily goes haywire.
Avoid risking and keep your feet
on the ground. Tonight: Sort
through what you hear.

Suppressed anger might be driving you a lot harder than you
realize. Think positively. Tonight:
Order in.

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westsidevet.com
Air

*NM
isnellenre 41
Smal:
Aroma! Cu,

